Preface

The Institute of Chemical Technology in Prague will be celebrating the 50th
anniversary of its existence as an independent technical university.
The Department of Mathematics has decided to contribute to this celebration
by organizing a scientific colloquium. This Colloquium is the continuing tradition
of the first and second Colloquium held in 1980 and 1986.
One of the purposes of this Colloquium is to promote contacts between
mathematicians from Czech Republic and Slovak Republic teaching at Technical Universities namely Universities with orientation at chemical technology
and chemical engineering.
We had the pleasure, at our Colloquia, to welcome several outstanding mathematicians from other countries. This year five guests from abroad (USA, Germany, Belgium, Slovac Republic) will participate as well, all of them dealing
with nonlinear dynamical systems.
The printed Proceedings of this Colloquium can be divided into 4 parts.
These simultaneously characterize the major activities of the Department of
Mathematics ICT Prague:
–
–
–
–

Theory and applications of nonlinear dynamical systems
Methods of discrete mathematics (graphs, groups, number theory)
Applications of statistical methods in chemistry, biology and medicine
Education in mathematics at Technical Universities.

We would like to sincerely thank ICZ holding for sponsoring the publication
of this Proceedings.
We would also like to thank chief editor of ICT Publishing House, Mrs. Eva
Dibuszová, and coworkes for their suggestions and kind assistance.

Alois Klı́č
Head of the Department of Mathematics
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A two - parameter numerical study of the
neuron model of Plant
W. Govaerts and A. Dhooge
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Gent,
Krijgslaan 281 - S9, B - 9000 Gent, Belgium

Abstract We study numerically a model of R. E. Plant for the R 15 pacemaker neuron of Aplysia, the sea hare. This model exhibits a
periodically spiking behaviour in a relevant range of two parameters. In
this two - dimensional range the behaviour changes continuously, except
for a number of tiny regions, called bifurcation islands. In these islands
the dynamic behaviour is much more complicated. We locate the islands
numerically and compute the bifurcation phenomena, in particular fold
bifurcations and period - doubling bifurcations. Such calculations are
clearly near the limits of computability.

1

Introduction

The study of models for the electrochemical activity of neurons is a challenge
for mathematicians working in dynamical systems and bifurcation theory. The
highly nonlinear response of nerve cells indeed allows a complicated spiking and
bursting behaviour that is very sensitive to parameter changes.
It is generally recognized that spiking and bursting are related to the presence of slow and fast variables. This is implicit in the qualitative explanations of
these phenomena. The idea was worked out especially well in [17]. For a good introduction see [22]. Mathematically this is studied in the framework of singularly
perturbed problems, see e.g. [9] and references in that paper.
Many authors have studied the relation between the form of the bursts (maximal spike value, length of the interspike intervals) and the bifurcations through
which the bursts are generated. An extensive discussion can be found in [11].
The transition from n to n + 1 spikes was studied in [1] in a model with an
external forcing term. A detailed study of a model of an excitable membrane is
given in [19]. It is shown that the transition may either be continuous, in which
case the period of the bursting solution increases significantly and then decreases
again, or it may give rise to chaotic dynamics.
In a sequel to this, [20] discusses the transition from bursting to continuous
spiking.
An interesting feature of several neural models is the presence of so - called
bifurcation islands in parameter space. This means that small, well - located
regions are found where many bifurcations are very close. This includes folds,
cascades of period doubling bifurcations and homoclinic orbits. Moreover, the
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location of these islands presents obvious regularities. Such islands were also
found in non - neural models [12], [21]. From a mathematical point of view they
seem to be related to the unfoldings of higher codimension homoclinic orbits and
not necessarily related to the presence of fast and slow dynamics. See [21], [15].
Numerically, spiking and bursting lead to stiﬀ diﬀerential equations and difficult boundary value problems. The computation of bifurcation points in dynamical systems therefore is an essential tool in the study of neural models.
The sophiscated software tools available nowadays allow to describe and compute many of the simpler phenomena that are common in neural models; for the
more complicated phenomena a lot remains to be done. Recent attempts include
the use of high degree Taylor expansions and automatic diﬀerentiation [2].
The computation of periodic orbits and the continuation of such orbits as
parameters change is the main entrance to the study of the dynamics of neural
models. Stable periodic orbits can lose their stability in three diﬀerent ways (fold,
flip and Neimark - Sacker); they can disappear entirely in many other ways. For
an informal numerically - oriented discussion of the latter possibilities see [9].
Recently, the interest in the blue sky catastrophe as a possible way of terminating
a branch of periodic orbits was revived [18].
For background on dynamical systems theory we refer to [7] and [13]. For
numerical methods for bifurcations from dynamical equilibria see [5].
The contribution of the present paper is modest : a particular model (due to
R. E. Plant) is studied numerically and compared with other models. We show
how to find the bifurcation islands and, partially, how to compute their boundaries. We draw several practical conclusions with respect to the understanding
of the interesting dynamics of the model and to its eﬃcient numerical handling.

2

A brief review of the AB - neuron model

The Anterior Burster neuron of the stomatogastric ganglion of the spiny lobster Panulirus interruptus is a conditional bursting neuron. It presents several
characteristic patterns of rhythmic activity, including bursting oscillations, periodic action potentials and slow oscillations without action potentials.
A two - parameter bifurcation study of the AB - neuron was performed
in [8], using a six - variable dynamical systems model. The model contains six
channels, three of which are similar to those of the classical Hodgkin - Huxley
model [10]. One of the additions is a new potassium channel, called the A channel and modelled similarly to the sodium channel in the Hodgkin - Huxley
model but with a large maximal conductance gA . Next there are two calcium activated channels, namely a calcium and a potassium channel, with maximal
conductances gCa and gKCa respectively.
The state variables are v, c, n, h, z, hA . Here v denotes the potential diﬀerence
across the membrane and n, h, z, hA are gating variables related to the conductances of the ion channels. The slow variable c is a measure for the calcium
concentration in the AB - neuron. The full equations are given in the Appendix.
9

In [8] the parameters gKCa and gA are the bifurcation parameters. Figure 1 (drawn by using content [14]) represents the most interesting region
in (gKCa , gA ) - space. The cusp - like curve in the upper left quadrant that ends
in the point denoted CP (for ”Cusp”) is a curve of fold points. The other curves
in Figure 1 are, in fact, all part of one curve of Hopf points. This curve intersects
itself in a DH (Double Hopf) point with two diﬀerent pairs of pure imaginary
eigenvalues. The periodic orbits born along the Hopf curve are stable between
the GH (Generalized Hopf) points at approximately (0.38, 83.8) and (0.30, 50.7)
on the one hand, and between the GH point at approximately (0.27, 62.6) and
the DH point on the other hand.
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Figure 1: The AB neuron : regions with diﬀerent dynamic behaviour.
The symbols I - VII in Figure 1 denote regions with specific types of dynamic
behaviour :
I : quiescent, i.e. stable steady states.
II : 1 stable steady state, 2 unstable steady states, action potentials.
III : 3 unstable steady states, action potentials.
IV : 1 unstable steady state, action potentials.
V : 1 unstable steady state, slow oscillations.
VI : 1 unstable steady state, bursting behaviour.
VII : 1 unstable steady state, irregular (chaotic ?) behaviour.
The boundaries of the regions I, II, III are those suggested by Figure 1.
The regions IV, V, VI and VII together fill the rest of the picture but the
boundaries between any two of them are not on the picture; these boundaries
are curves of bifurcations of periodic orbits and their precise nature requires
further investigations.
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The number of spikes in region VI increases roughly from lower right to upper
left, starting with a single spike per burst and increasing to many. In Figure 2
we give a picture of a periodic bursting case with four spikes. The parameter
values are gKCa = 0.321606, gA = 77.95.
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Figure 2: Periodic bursting in the AB neuron, gKCa = 0.321606, gK = 77.95

The results on spiking and bursting in [8] were obtained by simulation, i.e.
time integration. It is found that region VI consists of narrow, nearly parallel
stripes in which the number of spikes is fixed. It is not too clear what the boundaries between the stripes represent mathematically; anyway the convergence to
stable periodic orbits is diﬃcult near these boundaries.
The software packages auto [3] and content [14] allow to compute periodic
orbits as periodic boundary value problems. In [6] the transition from region V to
region VI, as indicated in Figure 1 is studied by fixing gA = 56.25 and following
with content the curve of periodic orbits that originates at the Hopf curve
in Figure 1 for gKCa approximately equal to 0.45; gKCa is the free parameter
along this curve. For gKCa = 0.386 we find a periodic orbit with no spikes. For
gKCa = 0.382 the orbit has a single spike.
While following the curve of periodic orbits for decreasing values of gKCa ,
content discovers several bifurcation points between values gKCa = 0.386 and
gKCa = 0.382. The following array gives the values of gKCa and the correspond11

ing bifurcations.
0.3851913 : LP
0.3851987 : N S
0.3851987 : LP
0.3851984 : P D
0.3836543 : P D

(1)

Here LP denotes a Limit Point of Cycles (generically a turning point), NS a
Neimark - Sacker (torus) bifurcation and PD a period - doubling (flip) bifurcation. The periodic orbit is initially stable while gKCa decreases from 0.386 to
0.3851913 (the first LP point). There it loses stability and gKCa increases until
the second LP point is reached. Very close to the second LP point there is in
addition an NS point. After the second LP point gKCa decreases again and for
gKCa = 0.3851984 the first PD point is reached. The orbit regains stability at
the second P D point at gKCa = 0.3836543. So it is unstable between the first
and last values for gKCa given in (1). On the other hand, there is another curve
of periodic orbits, with nearly double period, between the two PD points in (1).
In the region where the second spike is developed a remarkably similar series
of bifurcation points is found. The preceding computations lead to an interesting
conclusion. The new spikes in the bursting process (at least the first and second
spikes) evolve gradually from the smooth part of the orbits but this happens
after the orbits have lost their stability. They regain stability when the new
spike is fully developed. In the intermediate regions the stability is partly taken
over by other periodic orbits with spikes; in some small parameter ranges the
two stable periodic orbits may coexist. Also, irregular (chaotic?) behaviour is
found in small parameter ranges.
In Figure 3 we present the stable periodic orbit that exists for gKCa =
0.361194 and is found by simple orbit integration after the transients have died
out. This is clearly a period - doubled orbit; interestingly it presents alternating bursts with one and with two spikes. A similar phenomenon was remarked
already in [16].

3
3.1

The model of Plant
The equations

This model has evolved over a sequence of studies motivated by experimental
data from the R - 15 pacemaker neuron of Aplysia, the sea hare. This is a genus
of large sluglike mollusks, often colorful, with finlike swimming lobes on the foot,
four tentacles and a rudimentary internal test; some forms emit dark fluid when
disturbed.
A model was studied in [16] and further used in [17] in their dissection of the
dynamical system in a fast and a slow process to explain bursting. The solution
set of the fast subsystem is studied with the slow variables treated as parameters.
The model in [16] was used in numerical studies of bursting in [16] and [4]. It
contains five state variables V, xT , xK , yI , c and the dynamic equations are given
by
12
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Figure 3: A stable periodic orbit with two bursts, gKCa = 0.361194, gA = 56.25.

V̇ = (gI sI (V )3 yI + gT xT )(VI − V )+
gP c
(gK x4K +
)(VK − V )+
KP + c
gL (VL − V )
sT (V ) − xT
x˙T =
ζτxT
sK (V ) − xK
x˙K =
ζτxK (V )
zI (V ) − yI
y˙I =
τyI (V )
ċ = vρ(Kc xT (VCa − V ) − c).

(2)

Here VI = 30, VK = −75, VCa = 140 and VL = −40 are the equilibrium
potentials. Other parameters are gK = 0.3, gP = 0.03, KP = 0.5, gL = 0.003,
τxT = 235, ζ = 1, Kc = 0.0085, ρ = 0.0003.
We further define
a=

VNHa − VKH
,
VI − VK

b=

VNHa VK − VI VKH
VI − VK

where VNHa = 115, VKH = −12 are the Hodgkin - Huxley equilibrium potentials.
Setting Vs = aV + b we define the auxiliary functions
αm (V ) = 0.1

50 − Vs
,
e(50−Vs )/10 − 1
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βm (V ) = 4e

25−Vs
18

,

αn (V ) =

0.01(55 − Vs )
,
e(55−Vs )/10 − 1

αh (V ) = 0.07e

25−Vs
20

,

βn (V ) = 0.125e

βh (V ) =

45−Vs
80

1
e(55−Vs )/10

+1

,

.

The voltage - dependent functions in (2) are
sI (V ) =

αm (V )
,
αm (V ) + βm (V )

sT (V ) =

sK (V ) =

αn (V )
,
αn (V ) + βn (V )

τxK (V ) =

zI (V ) =

αh (V )
,
αh (V ) + βh (V )

τyI (V ) =

1
e0.15(−50−V )

+1

,

12.5
,
αn (V ) + βn (V )
12.5
.
αh (V ) + βh (V )

In this model c is a slow variable; the other variables are fast. We note
that there are two sodium channels, a fast one with maximal conductance gI
and a slow one with maximal conductance gT . In our study gI , gT will be the
bifurcation parameters.
The model of Plant presents a bursting behaviour. Specifically, Plant [16]
describes a bifurcation study in which gT = 0.01 and gI is the bifurcation parameter. For gI = 0 the system has a periodic orbit without spikes; the spikes
gradually develop for increasing values of gI . The study is repeated with auto [3]
by Doedel in [4] and provided as a demonstration example in auto. Up to four
spikes appear in the bursts before the periodic orbit ends in a homoclinic bifurcation. The transition from n to n + 1 spikes occurs continuously along an
unstable branch. The loss and gain of stability is accompanied by cascades of
period - doubling bifurcations. There is a small interval where the original periodic orbit is unstable and the period doubled orbit is stable. There is an even
smaller interval where both are stable simultaneously and there is also a small
interval where none of them is stable. For practical purposes, the gI - interval
between 0 and the parameter value of the homoclinic orbit is divided into 5 intervals characterized by a fixed number of spikes; these interval are separated by
tiny intervals in which the dynamic behaviour is more complicated and which are
characterized by the presence of limit point and period doubling bifurcations.
3.2

The two - parameter picture

We now describe a two - parameter bifurcation study with gI and gT as free parameters. A basic understanding is obtained by repeating the experiment in [4] for
a number of nearby values of gT , in fact for gT = 0.01 + 0.0101r, r = 0, 1, . . . , 9.
In each case a number of bifurcation islands is crossed and the continuation ends
when a homoclinic orbit is reached. As noted in [4] these computations are near
the limits of computability. It is necessary to work with a large number of mesh
intervals (ntst = 200) in every orbit and many collocation points (ncol = 7)
in each interval. In Figure 4 each dot indicates the first bifurcation point encountered on a general bifurcation island (in nearly all, but not all cases an LP
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- point). The diamonds indicate the cases in which the main branch contains a
homoclinic orbit. The bifurcation islands form long thin stripes that are bounded
on the left side (i.e. all bifurcations disappear). They consist of two parts. Their
left (upper) part does not contain homoclinic orbits on the main branch. Let us
call it the G - (general) part. Their right (lower) part does. Let us call this the
H - (homoclinic) part.

0.0109

0.0108

0.0107

0.0106

gT

0.0105

0.0104Figure 4:

Two - parameter unfolding of the periodic behaviour in the Plant model.

0.0103

By plotting out various orbits with auto one sees easily that the bifurcation
islands
separate parameter regions with a fixed number of spikes in a burst. For
0.0102
example, for gI = 2, gT = 0.0103 the periodic orbit contains a burst with 4
spikes. Among other things, this implies that for gT = 0.0105 two spikes are
0.0101
actually generated without any bifurcation. This is consistent with the findings
of [19] in the excitable membrane model. On the other hand, the computations
0.01described in [8] suggest that this does not hold in the AB neuron model.
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
gI
The width of the islands is not uniform;
it generally increases with increasing
values of gI but does not seem to depend sensitively on gT . In Table 1 the all
bifurcations found for gT = 0.0106 and corresponding values of gI are given. The
15

Island1
Island2
Island3
Island4
Island5
Homoclinic

LP
1.327585
1.525935
1.759647
2.024667
2.324688
2.664931

LP
1.327546
1.524596
1.752833
2.007976
2.298980

PD
1.328431
1.528061
1.763818
2.031372
2.334119

Table 1: Bifurcations found for gT = 0.0106.
exact boundaries of the islands and the separation between the G and the H
parts are not in Figure 4; computation of these is another, hard task (cf. §3.3).
Nevertheless some conclusions can be drawn.
First, it is possible to let gI and gT depend on a single parameter s so that
the point (gI (s), gT (s)) navigates in Figure 4 between two bifurcation islands
with a fixed number of spikes and without ever losing stability or meeting a
bifurcation point.
In the above experiments most of the computing time is spent while crossing
the islands. So a strategy for avoiding the islands is also of numerical interest if
the computation of the periodic orbits outside the islands is the main objective.
This is a reasonable assumption because the islands contain cascades of period
doubling bifurcations and dynamic behaviour that is chaotic for all practical
purposes.
Second, by a similar strategy it is possible to compute periodic orbits, say for
gT = 0.1, to the right of the homoclinic orbit by circumnavigating the homoclinic
barrier of the H - parts of the islands. This is an obvious advantage of the two parameter approach. It may also be important in a numerical study of the exact
nature of the homoclinic bifurcation.
3.3

The bifurcation islands

In [19] it is noted that in the case of a continuous transition from n to n+1 spikes
the period of the bursting solution increases significantly and then decreases
again. It turns out that a similar phenomenon can be found in the Plant model
while crossing the bifurcation islands. To illustrate this we present in Table 2
some data for the case gT = 0.0105 (type, value of gI and period are given).
A close inspection of the more detailed output of auto confirms the guess that
in the second, third and fourth bifurcation islands the period attains a local
maximum in the second LP point. The first bifurcation island is an exception :
the period is then close to a local minimum but clearly distinct from it. From
Table 2 it is also clear that the rise of the period increases with gI .
The behaviour of the critical eigenvalue near the first LP point in each island
is what is to be expected, i.e. it moves smoothly from values less than 1 to values
greater than 1. Similarly, in each PD point it moves smoothly from values less
than −1 to values greater than −1.
On the other hand, the bifurcation behaviour near the second LP point of
each island requires further investigation. In each case the critical multiplier
16

Type
LP
LP
PD
LP
LP
PD
LP
LP
PD
LP
LP
PD

gI
1.393632
1.393345
1.394848
1.616700
1.613841
1.619519
1.879804
1.869031
1.884961
2.182518
2.161429
2.190399

Period
1.065224E + 4
1.064764E + 4
1.067611E + 4
1.077235E + 4
1.079117E + 4
1.078832E + 4
1.094704E + 4
1.131077E + 4
1.092101E + 4
1.117894E + 4
1.322351E + 4
1.108153E + 4

Table 2: Bifurcations found for gT = 0.0105 (omitting the LP point that precedes
the homoclinic orbit).

behaves in an erratic way near this point, moving from values greater than 1 to
values less than −1. For example, near the LP point at gI = 1.869031 it moves
from 1.132975E+6 to −1.071468E+6 in the next (very close) continuation point.
This points to numerical diﬃculties caused by the presence of a more complicated
bifurcation. This is confirmed by a sketch drawn in [3] that suggests that either
the LP point coincides with a PD point or is very close to it. We recall that in
a similar situation in the AB neuron model two PD points were found that are
connected by a period - doubled orbit [6].
Computing the boundaries of the islands and the separation between the G
and the H parts is an obvious challenge. The computations in §3.2 suggest that
the boundaries are formed by curves of LP points or PD points. We did some
computational experiments, starting from bifurcation points found for gT =
0.0105. Starting from the first LP point on this curve (gI = 1.393632) we were
able to continue numerically (using auto) the curve of LP points in the direction
of increasing values of gT and find the first LP point for gT = 0.0106. The
continuation broke down before the value gT = 0.0107 was reached. This is not
surprising because the first bifurcation island for gT = 0.0107 contains only two
PD points.
In the opposite direction we found the first LP points for gT = 0.0104, 0.0103,
0.0102, 0.0101, 0.01. It was also possible to continue numerically the second LP
point (gI = 1.393345).
These computations took many hours on a SUN Ultra - 5 workstation. The
total computing time for the results in Figure 4 was approximately 120 hours.
We were not successful when trying the numerical continuation of an LP point
on the fourth bifurcation island crossed for gT = 0.0105. Such tasks probably
need even higher number of mesh intervals and more accurate computations and
must be near the limits of computability.
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Appendix. The equations of the AB - neuron model are given by
z
v̇ = − C1m (gN a m3 h(v − vN a ) + gCa 0.5+c
(v − vCa ) + gK n4 (v − vK )+
c
gKCa 0.5+c
(v − vK ) + gA m3A hA (v − vK ) + gl (v − vl )) + C1m Iext
kCa z(vCa −v)
ċ = ρ(
− c)
1+2c
ṅ = λn (an (1 − n) − bn n)
ḣ = λh (ah (1 − h) − bh h)
ż = zvτ−z
z
h˙A = (hAi − hA )kA

where
am =

10

(3)

127
201
105 v + 7
,
201
127
− 10e− 70 − 1050 v

bm = 4e− 63 − 1890 v ,
am
,
m=
am + bm
7 − 94 − 127 v
ah =
e 35 2100 ,
100
1
bh =
,
83
127
−
− 1050
v
35
1+e
188

127
105 v

127

+

166
7

,
100 − 100e
59
127
1
bn = e− 140 − 8400 v ,
8
1
mA =
v−va ,
1 + e sa
1
hAi =
v−vb ,
1 + e sb
1
zv =
.
15
−
(v−zb )
100
1+e
Here v denotes the potential diﬀerence across the membrane and n, h, z, hA
are gating variables similar to M, N, H in the Hodgkin - Huxley model. In our
experiments Iext = 0; the values of 20 other parameters are fixed and given in
Table 3. The remaining parameters gKCa and gA are the bifurcation parameters.
an =

127
− 83
35 − 1050 v
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param
ρ
λn
λh
kA
τz
kCa
zb
va
vb
sa

value
0.003
0.8
0.8
1
23.5
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−12
−62
−26

unit
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms−1
ms
mV −1
mV
mV
mV
mV

param
sb
vN a
vCa
vK
vl
gl
gK
gCa
gN a
Cm

value
6
30
140
−75
−40
0.0854
8.0
0.04
15
1

unit
mV
mV
mV
mV
mV
µS
µS
µS
µS
nF

Table 3: Fixed parameters of the AB neuron model.
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Cellular Exclusion Algorithms
G. Allgower, K. Georg and M. Erdman
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, USA

Abstract Cellular exclusion algorithms can be used to find all of the real
zero points lying in a prescribed n-cell C for a class of maps F : C → Rn .
Analogously, they may be applied to find a global minimum. We examine
a class of exclusion tests.
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Set-Oriented Numerical Methods for Dynamical
Systems
Michael Dellnitz
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Paderborn,
Germany
Email: dellnitz@uni-paderborn.de

Abstract Over the past few years so-called set-oriented numerical methods have been developed for the numerical study of dynamical systems.
These methods do not just allow to compute directly – i.e. by avoiding
long term simulations of the underlying system – invariant sets or invariant manifolds but they can also be used to approximate statistical
quantities such as natural invariant measures. In this talk an overview
about recent accomplishments in this area will be given. In particular,
two concrete applications of these techniques will be presented: the approximation of so-called almost invariant sets and the construction of
reliable global zero finding procedures.
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What Can Numerical Linear Algebra Learn from
Singular Point Computations?
Hubert Schwetlick
Institut für Numerische Mathematik
Technische Universität Dresden, D-01062 Dresden, Germany
E-Mail: schwetlick@math.tu-dresden.de
http://www.math.tu-dresden.de/˜schwetli/

Computing the smallest q singular values and the corresponding right and
left singular vectors or a specified group of eigenvalues – say, all negative and a
few small positive ones – and the corresponding invariant subspaces of a matrix
by rapidly convergent methods is an essential task of numerical linear algebra.
Such problems arise, e.g., in path following methods for large parameter dependent nonlinear systems F (x, α) = 0. Here small singular values of ∂x F signalize
possible singularities, and the corresponding singular subspaces are needed in
numerical Ljapunov-Schmidt reduction. Another source are large nonconvex optimization problems where invariant subspaces to negative eigenvalues are essential for determining directions of negative curvature or for treating the so-called
hard case in trust region methods.
In the talk it will be shown how old and new techniques from nonlinear equations, in particular from singular point computations, lead to eﬃcient algorithms
of shift and invert type for the class considered above. These methods have the
common property that they require to solve one or two linear systems per step
with coeﬃcient matrix
[
]
A − µk I Yk
Bk =
XkT ∆Tk
which is obtained from the original matrix A by bordering it in such a way
that the bordered matrices have uniformly bounded inverses. The first approach
goes back to Jacobi who, in the middle of the 19th century, after some preprocessing using his standard eigenvalue iteration, linearized the eigenvalue equation
Ax − λx = 0 and solved it by his Jacobi iteration for linear systems under the
constraint wT x = 1 as normalizing condition with w = e1 as coordinate vector
in order to obtain a final improvement, see the paper [12] by Sleijpen/van der
Vorst and the historical remarks given there. This basic idea has been independently rediscovered in modern terminology by Unger in [14], a ZAMM article in
German from 1950 not recognized by the English speaking community, and by
Peters/Wilkinson in their famous paper [6]. Moreover, the now quite often
cited and used improved Jacobi-Davidson method, see again Sleijpen/van der
Vorst [12], can in diﬀerent ways be considered as a special Newton method for
an augmented or also a restricted eigenvalue system, see, e.g., Sleijpen/van
der Vorst [13] and Wu et al. [15], cf. also Wu’s PhD Thesis [16].
In the symmetric case, a block generalization has been introduced and analyzed by Lösche/Schwetlick/Timmermann in [4] where Newton’s method
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is applied to AX − XM = 0, W T X = Iq and then combined with the RayleighRitz process. Here the q columns of X span the invariant subspace searched for.
This method converges even cubically as standard RQI to which it reduces in
case q = 1, see [7]; in [4] only quadratic convergence is shown. Let us mention
that this block RQI is equivalent to another block RQI [2] by Fattebert.
In the nonsymmetric case, the bordering delivered by Newton’s method applied to Ax − λx = 0, wT x = 1 is, in general, geometrically not optimal.
An optimal bordering, however, is automatically found when a new bifurcation point method developed by Griewank/Reddien in [3] and modified and
extended by Allgower/Schwetlick in [1] is applied to the eigenvalue equation Ax − λx = 0 alone without an additional normalizing condition. Note that
(0, λ) is a bifurcation point of this equation. This has been done with some useful
modifications by Schwetlick/Lösche [9]. The resulting method is a certain alternating RQI and related to a new RQI-type method of O’Leary/Stewart [5].
The update formula of [9] for the left and right eigenvector approximation
can, without a shift, also be used for approximating the left and right singular
vectors of a matrix, see Schwetlick/Schnabel [10] for the case q = 1. This
only linearly but globally convergent method has been extended to the block
case q > 1 in [11]. Moreover, also block RQI type methods with superlinear
convergence are possible, cf. Schnabel’s Dissertation [8].
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A postprocessing procedure for
symmetry-breaking bifurcation (a case study)
Dáša Janovská1 and Vladimı́r Janovský

2

Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague1
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague2
Abstract: Let us assume that a symmetry-breaking bifurcation point of higher codimension has already been computed. The aim is to study the imperfect bifurcation
scenario. A numerical tool is proposed for this purpose. It consists in an approximation of the diﬀeomorphism which links the bifurcation equation with an unfolded
normal form of the problem.
Keywords: steady states, bifurcation points, symmetry-breaking, imperfect bifurcation diagrams, qualitative analysis

1

Introduction

The current state-of-the-art of the numerical bifurcation analysis of steady states,
see [7], could be briefly described as follows: Going Down the hierarchy of bifurcation points, find an organizing center. This is a bifurcation point with the
highest codimension locally available.
Going Up the hierarchy starts with a postprocessing of the already found
organizing center. It consists, for example, in finding tangents to the curves of
codim-1 bifurcation points passing through the organizing center, see [7], Section
7.8.
In papers [9], [2] and [3] a much more complex postprocessing analysis is
proposed: The aim is to supply analytical predictors to all bifurcation points in
a neighborhood of the processed organizing center. The technique is based on
– generalized version of Liapunov-Schmidt reduction algorithm (see [7])
– numerical treatment of the relevant bifurcation equation
The idea is to compute diﬀerential of the diﬀeomorphism that links the particular
bifurcation equation with an unfolded normal form, see [4], [5].
For another related topics namely computing parameter dependent center
manifolds, see [13] and [8].
As far as the symmetry is concerned, computation of symmetry-breaking bifurcation points was proposed in [11] and [10]. Numerical treatment of higher
codimension phenomena was suggested in [1]. In particular, the symmetry-breaking
bifurcation points with nonlinear degeneracies were considered. A classification
was also proposed. In fact, nonlinear degeneracies are characterized via a classification of a scalar bifurcation equation with t-symmetry or Z2 -symmetry, see [1].
The aim is to study imperfect bifurcation scenario of the bifurcation equation.
The main idea of our approach is as follows: We will try to approximate the
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diﬀeomorphism that links an unfolded normal form with the real bifurcation
problem. We present a case study of a particular item of the classification list.
From the technical point of view, we assume that a symmetry-breaking bifurcation point was already detected. We also assume that leading terms of
Taylor expansion of the bifurcation equation are available (for the relevant computational techniques, see [1]).
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Preliminaries (Section 2), we give a
brief review of [1] (the notion of t-symmetry, classification list). We review a list
of universal unfoldings of normal forms with t-symmetry. We prove (Proposition
1) a statement concerning an unfolding of the contact diﬀeomorphism with tsymmetry. In Section 3, we consider a particular singularity as a case study. We
formulate the main result namely, the algorithm for computing diﬀerential of
the unfolded diﬀeomorphism.

2

Preliminaries

We consider a smooth parameter dependent mapping F : RN × R1 × Rk → RN .
Let F = F (u, β), β = (λ, α) ∈ R1 × Rk . In the bifurcation context, see e.g. [5],
u is the state variable, λ and α are the control and unfolding parameters.
Let Γ be a compact Lie group with a faithful representation in the state
space RN , so that we can identify each group element γ ∈ Γ with its action on
RN i.e., a linear transformation γ ∈ GL(N ) on RN . We assume the mapping F
to be Γ-equivariant i.e.,
F (γu, λ, α) = γF (u, λ, α)

(1)

for (u, λ, α) ∈ RN × R1 × Rk and γ ∈ Γ. The set Fix Γ ≡ {u ∈ RN : γu =
u for all γ ∈ Γ} of fixed points (of Γ) is the set of all states u ∈ RN that exhibit
the symmetry of the given group Γ.
Let (u∗ , λ∗ , α∗ ) be a Γ-symmetry breaking bifurcation point of F , see [6].
The solution set of F (u, λ, α) = 0 is locally identified with the solution set of
an equivariant bifurcation equation g(x, t, z) = 0, where g : Rm × R1 × Rk →
Rm , g = g(x, t, z) , is the reduced version of F obtained via a symmetryadapted bordering technique, see [1], [7]. Following the generic scenario, see [6],
Proposition 3.2, p 82, m is the dimension of absolutely irreducible representation
of Γ. Note that the isomorphism between the solution sets of F and g relates
the singular point (u∗ , λ∗ , α∗ ) ∈ RN × R1 × Rk to the origin of Rm × R1 × Rk .
A further reduction due to Equivariant Branching Lemma, see [6], is generically possible. Namely, the germ g can be reduced just to 1-D state variable,
i.e.,
g : R1 × R1 × Rk → R1 .
(2)
Following [1], classification of higher codimension phenomena (namely those of
nonlinear degeneracies) together with a numerical processing (the construction
of test functions) can be reduced to 1-D.
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Let us comment on the classification. In fact, we classify perfect bifurcation
scenario, i.e. unfolding parameters are set to z = 0. We define h(x, t) as
h(x, t) ≡ g(x, t, 0)

(3)

The classification consists in linking h with a suitable normal form h∗ ; h∗ =
h∗ (x, t) is a smooth scalar function (a germ of mapping centred at the origin).
For the list of normal forms, see [1]; these can be easily deduced from the list of
Z2 -equivariant normal forms, see [5]. The particular link is either t-equivalence
or Z2 -equivalence. In symbols,
h ∼ h∗ ,

h ∼2 h∗ ,
Z

t

see [1].
In this paper, we consider the former case only. To this end, we recall the
former notion:
t

Definition 1. h ∼ h∗ provided that there exist smooth
M = M (x, t),

Ψ (x, t) = (χ(x, t), τ (t)) ,

χ(x, t) = x · χ(x, t)

(4)

satisfying
M (0, 0) > 0,
so that

χ(0, 0) > 0,

τ (0) = 0,

τt (0) > 0 ,

h = M · h∗ ◦ Ψ

(5)
(6)

holds on a neighborhood of the origin.
Note that χx (0, 0) > 0, χt (0, 0) = 0. It is important to point out that M and
Ψ are not defined uniquely (e.g., some scaling is possible).
We consider the list of t-equivariant normal forms h∗ with codim ≤ 3, see [1];
codim stands for codimension of a particular singularity. To each item of the
mentioned list, a universal unfolding
g ∗ = g ∗ (x, t, z) ,
satisfying

g ∗ : R1 × R1 × Rk → R1

g ∗ (x, t, 0) = h∗ (x, t)
∗

(7)

is available, see Table 1 . Each g represents all qualitatively significant perturbations of the relevant h∗ . Moreover, dimension k of the parameter-space is
minimal namely, k = codim. Since g ∗ always factors as g ∗ = x · r∗ (x, t, z), we
just list the relevant r∗ . Table 1 also includes an equivalent definition of the
singularity (see [1]): g, see (2), belongs to a particular class (case) provided that
g = x · r(x, t, z) and Defining equations / Nondegeneracy conditions are satisfied
at the origin.
The following statement is concerned with an unfolding Φ of the contact
diﬀeomorphism Ψ . It becomes crucial for the applications we have in mind.
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t

Proposition 1. Let us consider g and h, see (2) and (3). Let h ∼ h∗ , k =
codim ≤ 3. We choose M , Ψ to satisfy (4), (5) and (6). Let g ∗ be the particular
universal unfolding of h∗ , see Table 1 .
There exists a smooth S : R2+k → R1 , S = S(x, t, z) and a smooth mapping
Φ : R2+k → R2+k ,

Φ(x, t, z) = (X(x, t, z), T (t, z), Z(z))

such that
X(x, t, z) = x · X(x, t, z),

Φ(. , . , 0) = Ψ (. , . ),

(8)

S(. , . , 0) = M (. , . ),

(9)

and
g = S · g∗ ◦ Φ

(10)

in a neighborhood of the origin 0 ∈ R2+k .

Proof Let us extend Ψ : R2 → R2 as Ψ : R2+k → R2+k , setting Ψ (x, t, z) =
(χ(x, t), τ (t), z) = (xχ(x, t), τ (t), z). We define f : R2+k → R1 ,
(
)−1
−1
f (x, t, z) = M ◦ Ψ −1 (x, t)
· g ◦ Ψ (x, t, z).
(
)−1
Then, f (x, t, 0) = M ◦ Ψ −1 (x, t)
· h ◦ Ψ −1 (x, t) = h∗ (x, t), i.e., f = f (x, t, z)
∗
∗
is a k-parameter unfolding of h = h (x, t), see [5], p. 120.
Since we assume g ∗ = g ∗ (x, t, z) to be an universal unfolding of h∗ = h∗ (x, t),
then f factors through g ∗ ( [5], p.120, Definition 1.2). (
Namely, there exist smooth
)
e : R2+k → R2+k , Φ(x,
e t, z) = xX(x,
e t, z), Te(t, z), Z(z)
e
Se : R2+k → R1 and Φ
,
satisfying the following conditions
e t, 0) = (x, t, 0) ,
Φ(x,

e t, 0) = 1 ,
S(x,

in a neighborhood of 0 ∈ R2+k .
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e
f = Se · g ∗ ◦ Φ

case r∗ = r∗ (x, t, z)

Defining equations
/ Nondegeneracy conditions

1.

r=0
sgn rx = ε, sgn rt = δ

εx + δt

2 a. εx2 + δt + z1 x

r = rx = 0
sgn rxx = ε, sgn rt = δ

2 b. εx3 + δt + z1 x + z2 x2

r = rx = rxx = 0
sgn rxxx = ε, sgn rt = δ

2 c. εx4 + δt + z1 x + z2 x2 + z3 x3 r = rx = rxx = rxxx = 0
sgn rxxxx = ε, sgn rt = δ
3 a. εx + δt2 + z1

r = rt = 0
sgn rx = ε , sgn rtt = δ

3 b. εx + δt3 + z1 + z2 t

r = rt = rtt = 0
sgn rx = ε, sgn rttt = δ

3 c. εx + δt4 + z1 + z2 t + z3 t2

r = rt = rtt = rttt = 0
sgn rx = ε, sgn rtttt = δ

4.

εx2 + 2mtx + δt2 + z1 + 2z2 x r = rx = rt = 0
sgn rxx = ε, sgn rtt = δ,
D2 (r) ̸= 0, m2 ̸= εδ

5.

εx2 + 2δtx + ϕt3 +
+z1 + z2 t + z3 t2

r = rx = rt = rtt = 0
sgn rxx = ε, sgn rxt = δ,
sgn rttt = ϕ

6.

εx3 + 2δtx + ϕt2 +
+z1 + z2 x + z3 x2

r = rx = rxx = rt = 0
sgn rxxx = ε, sgn rxt = δ,
sgn rtt = ϕ

7.

ϕx3 + εx2 + 2mtx + εt2 +
+z1 + 2z2 x
m≈1

r = rx = rt = D2 (r) = 0
sgn rxx = ε, sgn rxt = δ,
−sgn (rxt rtt D3 (r)) = ϕ
√
Notation: |ε| = |δ| = |ϕ| = 1 , m ≡ rxt / |rxx rtt | ,
D2 (r) ≡ rxx rtt − rxt rxt , D3 (r) ≡ rxx (D2 (r))t − rxt (D2 (r))x
Table 1: The list of unfolded normal forms g ∗ = x · r∗ (x, t, z),
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Then it is easy to verify that
S = M (x, t) · Se ◦ Ψ (x, t, z) ,

e◦Ψ
Φ=Φ

satisfy (9) and (10).
Remark 1. If g is an universal unfolding of h then, under the assumptions of
Proposition 1, the mapping Φ is even a diﬀeomorphism. In Case Study, we give
suﬃcient conditions for this situation to happen.

3

A case study

Let us consider a symmetry-breaking bifurcation point which corresponds to the
degeneracy labelled as case 2a in Table 1 . Let g and h be the germs (2) and (3),
respectively.
First, we point out applications of Proposition 1 and Remark 1. Taking into
account the particular g ∗ , we claim that
g(x, t, z) = S(x, t, z) · X · (εX 2 + δT + ZX),

(11)

X = x · X(x, t, z),

(12)

where
T = T (t, z),

Z = Z(z).

The statement holds in the obvious local sense.
In particular,
g(x, t, z) = 0

if and only if

g ∗ (X, T, Z) = 0 .

It suggests the following solution of g = 0: Choose an imperfection z ∈ R1
and a control parameter t ∈ R1 ; map them as z 7→ Z(z), (t, z) 7→ T (t, z); solve
g ∗ (X, T (t, z), Z(z)) = 0 for X, which amounts to finding roots of an quadratic
equation; define Φ−1 (X, T (t, z), Z(z)) as (x, t, z). Then (x, t, z) solves g = 0.
The same applies to singular roots of g and g ∗ since Φ−1 provides a one-to-one
link between stratified manifolds of singular points of g and those of g ∗ .
The diﬀeomorphism Φ is not available but we can compute DΦ(0) as the
natural first order approximation of Φ. Then as the solution of g = 0 is concerned,
the following approximation procedure is at hand:
–
–
–
–

Choose z ∈ R1 and t ∈ R1 ;
map them as z 7→ Zz (0)z and (t, z) 7→ Tt (0, 0) t + Tz (0, 0) z;
solve the algebraic equation g ∗ (X, Tt (0, 0) t + Tz (0, 0) z, Zz (0) z) = 0 for X;
then (DΦ(0))−1 (X, Tt (0, 0) t + Tz (0, 0) z, Zx (0) z) ≈ (x, t, z).

Similarly, all singular solutions of g = 0 in a neighborhood of the origin can be
approximated by the singular solutions of g ∗ = 0.
We just concluded that the diﬀerential DΦ(0) yields a piece of ”first order”
information concerning imperfect bifurcation scenario.
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Let us compute DΦ(0). Partial derivatives of g at the origin are considered
as data. Then chain rule diﬀerentiation of (11) yields a list of conditions upon
partial diﬀerentials of X, T , Z, S evaluated at the origin.
In order to simplify notation, let us agree on the convention that all partials
are evaluated at the origin (if it is not stated explicitly otherwise). For example,
gxt , X x and Ttz are gxt (0, 0, 0), X x (0, 0, 0) and Ttz (0, 0).
We already mentioned that M and Ψ in Definition 1 (and the more S and
Φ in Proposition 1) are not uniquely defined. In fact, a scaling is possible. From
this reason, we claim that X = 1 without loss of generality.
e Φ
e as
Let S, Φ satisfy (8)-(10). Given c ̸= 0, we define S,
1
Se = 3 S,
c

e = Φ(x
e cX, c2 T, cZ) .
Φ

It is easy to check that
e
Se · g ∗ ◦ Φ

S · g∗ ◦ Φ .

=

In order to finish the argument, choose c such that cX = 1.
Therefore, we may assume


10 0
DΦ(0) =  0 Tt Tz  .
0 0 Zz

(13)

The above mentioned chain rule diﬀerentiation of (11) yields the following identity:
B = A · B∗ · DΦ(0) ,
(14)
(

where
B=
B∗ =
(

and
A=

(

∗
gxx
∗
gxxx

)
gxx gxt gxz
,
gxxx gxxt gxxz
) (
)
∗
∗
gxz
0 δ0
gxt
=
,
∗
∗
gxxt
gxxz
6ε 0 2

SX
0
2
2(Sx X + SX x ) SX

)

(
=

S
0
2(Sx + SX x ) S

(15)

)
.

Recall that the items of B are considered as data. Note that gxx = 0 and gxxx ̸= 0
due to the Defining conditions (see Table 1 , case 2 a.: rx = 0, rxx ̸= 0). Note
also that the matrices B∗ , A have full rank.
Remark 2. As the regularity of the diﬀerential DΦ(0) is concerned, it depends
on the regularity of the data matrix B. In case 2a :
(
)
(
)
gxt gxz
Tt Tz
det
̸= 0 if and only if det
̸= 0 .
(16)
gxxt gxxz
0 Zz
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This statement follows from identity (14).
Let us assume
)
(
gxt gxz
det
̸= 0
gxxt gxxz

.

(17)

Therefore, the mapping Φ is a local diﬀeomorphism.
We can resume that the identity (14) represents 6 conditions for 6 unknowns
Tt , Tz , Zz , S, Sx and X x . Unfortunately, these are not independent. It is manifested by the fact that gxx is forced to be zero due Defining conditions.
Proposition 2. Consider a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction g of F at a singular
point (u∗ , λ∗ , α∗ ). Let h ≡ g(x, t, 0) be classified as a singular point case 2a from
Table 1 . Let (17) hold. Construct diﬀeomorphism Φ in Proposition 1.
Then DΦ(0) is uniquely defined up to a scaling. Consider the particular scaling (13). The algorithm for computing items of the matrix DΦ(0) is resumed in
Table 2 . It requires gxxx , gxt , gxz , gxxt , gxxz as data.
Proof We consider the identity (14) again. Observe that it can be interpreted
as the relationship between data (5 selected partial derivatives of g) and the
following partials
– Tt , Tz and Zz which are the entries of the scaled DΦ(0)
– S, Sx + SX x which come out from Chain Rule and represent a chunk.
Table 2 suggests canonical solution of the resulting system of 5 equations for S,
Tt , Tz , Sx + SX x and Zz .
Data (derivatives evaluated at 0 ∈ R3 )

⇒

gxxx = 6εS

S

gxt

= δSTt

Tt

gxz

= δSTz

Tz

gxxt = 2δTt (Sx + SX x )
gxxz = 2δTz (Sx + SX x ) + 2SZz

Sx + SX x
Zz

Table 2: Computing DΦ(0), case 2a .
To complete the argument, we give a constructive proof of the existence of
contact diﬀeomorphism in case 2a .
t

Lemma 1. Let h ∼ h∗ , h∗ = x·(εx2 +δt), |ε| = |δ| = 1. Then there exist smooth
M = M (x, t), χ = χ (x, t) and τ = τ (t) such that (5), (6) hold. Moreover,
√
φ(x)
,
(18)
χ(x, t) = x · χ(x, t) , χ(x, t) =
φ(0)
τ (t) = c · t,
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(19)

where φ = φ(x) is a smooth function satisfying sgn φ(0) = −εδ and c > 0 is a
constant.
Proof Function h has to satisfy Defining equations / Nondegeneracy conditions,
Table 1 , case 2a. In particular, if h(x, t) = xr(x, t, 0) then
r = rx = 0 ,

sgn rt = δ ,

sgn rxx = ε .

(20)

Consider the solution set to r(x, t, 0) = 0. Due to Implicit Function Theorem,
t is a function of x namely, there exists a smooth function φ(x) such that
t = x2 · φ(x) ,

sgn φ(0) = −εδ .

Therefore, r(x, t, 0) factors as
f(x, t) · (x2 φ(x) − t)
r(x, t, 0) = M
and

f(x, t) · x · (x2 φ(x) − t) .
h(x, t) = M

f(0, 0) = −δ.
Note that sgn M
Finally, we set
√
χ(x, t) = x · χ(x, t) ,
τ (t) = c · t ,
M (x, t) =

χ(x, t) =

c = −

φ(x)
,
φ(0)

εδ
φ(0)

f(x, t)
ε φ(0) M
.
χ(x, t)

The above functions χ = χ (x, t), τ = τ (t) and M = M (x, t) have the required
properties (5), (6), (18) and (19).

4

Conclusions

The objective is to study symmetry-breaking bifurcation points subject to parameter perturbations (imperfect bifurcation analysis). We have motivated that
scalar problems with t-symmetry are important as our aim is concerned.
We suggest a numerical tool for such analysis. The idea is to find a diﬀeomorphism Φ between the actual t-symmetry breaking bifurcation problem and
its unfolded normal form (Table 1). The key argument is that such diﬀeomorphism exists, Proposition 1 and Remark 1.
There is no chance to acquire Φ. But computation of its diﬀerential DΦ(0)
can be a reasonable numerical task. We have given a simple example in Section
3. There is explained that DΦ(0) yields the first order predictors for imperfect
bifurcation phenomena.
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We admit that we have treated a very simple singularity as a Case Study.
We have already considered generalizations:
The class of cuspoids (case 2a, 2b, 2c) represents no problem. We may say
that cases 2b and 2c can be treated similarly as case 2a. Let us remark that the
class of cuspoids represents singularities without a distinguished parameter (i.e.,
just due to the classical singularity theory).
The remaining cases in Table 1 stem from the classification suggested in [5].
One can encounter troubles even in the case 3a: We obtain an analogy of (14).
It defines a nonlinear relationship between data (in this case gxx , gxz , gxtt , gxxt ,
gxtz ) and selected diﬀerentials of S, X, T and Z. We observe that the number
of unknowns exceeds the number of data. The way out is to find an auxiliary
information concerning contact diﬀeomorphism Ψ (a statement which would be
an analogy of Lemma 1). In this particular case, one can prove that the function
X is constant. It results in a reduction of unknowns.
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1

Introduction

Lattice dynamical systems arise for example as a result of a discretization in
partial diﬀerential equations (PDE). Let us have PDE
ut = uxx + f (u) ,

(1)

where u = u(t, x) is a solution of (1), t ≥ 0 , x ∈ R .
Let ∆t and ∆x be a time and space step, respectively. We set
uj (n) = u(n ∆t, j ∆x) ,

(2)

where n ∈ N0 and j ∈ Z. In such a way we obtain the quantity (two-sided
sequence of real numbers for fixed n)
u(n) = {uj (n)}j∈Z ,

(3)

which can be interpreted as a state of the system at the time n. The time evolution of this system can be described as follows. If {S t }t≥0 is the corresponding
semiflow of PDE (1) (see [4]), then the solution u(t, x) can be written in the
form
u(t, x) = S t (g(x)) ,
(4)
where g(x) is the initial condition for PDE (1).
From (2) and (4) we obtain
uj (n + 1) = u((n + 1)∆t, j∆x) = S (n+1)∆t (g(j∆x)) =
= S ∆t (S n∆t (g(j∆x))) = S ∆t (u(n ∆t, j ∆x)) = S ∆t (uj (n)) ,
i.e. the time evolution of the quantity (3) is described by the relation
uj (n + 1) = S ∆t (uj (n)) .

(5)

Let as denote the mapping S ∆t by the symbol F. By making use of the left hand
side of (3) we can rewrite the relation (5) in the form
u(n + 1) = F(u(n)) .
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Remark 1 This procedure can be generalized to the case when (1) is a system
of PDE, i.e. u(t, x) ∈ Ep and the spatial variable x is two-dimensional or threedimensional. In this case we have uj (n) ∈ Ep in (3), where j ∈ Zd , j = (j1 , j2 , j3 )
is the multiindex (d = 3), such that x = (j1 ∆x, j2 ∆x, j3 ∆x) . The set Zd can
be interpreted as the ”integer lattice” in Ed , i.e. the set of ”points” in Ed with
integer coordinates.
The set Zd (the cartesian product of d copies of the set of integers Z) is
called the lattice space or d-dimensional integer lattice. Further let Ep be a
p-dimensional
√ Euclidean space with the ordinary scalar product (., .) and the
norm | · | = (., .) . The E p can be called the value space.
Let us denote
B̃ = {u ; u = {uj }j∈Zd , uj ∈ E p } .
For u = {uj } ∈ B̃, the symbol (u)j denotes uj , i.e.
(u)j = uj , ∀j ∈ Zd .
Several norms can be introduced in B̃, for example:
1)

∥u∥∞ = sup |uj | ,

(6)

j∈Zd

2)

∥u∥q =

( ∑ |u |2 ) 12
j
, where q ≥ 1 , |j| = max{|j1 |, . . . , |jd |} .
|j|
q
d
j∈Z

Convention: In this paper, the sup-norm (6) will be used only. We shall denote
shortly ∥ · ∥∞ = ∥ · ∥ .
The set
B = {u ∈ B̃; ∥u∥ < ∞}
is the Banach space, which plays the role of the phase space.
For a fixed integer s and {uj } ∈ B we denote
{uj }s = {ui ; |i − j| ≤ s} .
We define the mapping
F :B→B
by the relation
(Fu)j = f ({uj }s ) , j ∈ Zd ,
where
d

f : (E p )(2s+1) → E p
is a diﬀerentiable mapping of class C 2 .
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Remark 2 In the case of 1-dimensional lattice space Z, some authors (see
e.g. [2]) use the following equivalent approach. For fixed nonegative integers
s1 , s2 and u = {uj }j∈Z ∈ B , set
{uj }ss21 = (uj−s1 , uj−s1 +1 , . . . , uj+s2 −1 , uj+s2 ) .
and consider f : (E p )s1 +s2 +1 → E p instead of f : (E p )2s+1 → E p .
Under some additional assumptions on the function f (Lipschitz condition)
it is not diﬃcult to show that
F(B) ⊂ B .
Thus the discrete dynamical system
(F n , B)n∈Z+
is correctly defined. This discrete dynamical system (DDS) is called a lattice
dynamical system (LDS).
We shall write
u(n + 1) = F(u(n))

uj (n + 1) = f ({uj (n)}s ) .

or

(7)

Definition 1 The fixed point u∗ of the mapping F , i.e. the point satisfying
Fu∗ = u∗ ,
is called the steady-state solution of the LDS.
The u∗ = {u∗j }j∈Zd is fixed point of F iﬀ
u∗j = f ({u∗j }s ) ∀j ∈ Zd .

Definition 2 Let u∗ = {u∗j } be a steady-state solution of LDS (F n , B)n∈Z+ . If
u∗j = u0

∀j ∈ Zd ,

then u∗ is called spatially homogeneous solution. If there exists j0 ∈ Zd ,
such that
u∗j+j0 = u∗j ∀j ∈ Zd ,
then u∗ is called spatially periodic solution.
In the following we derive the conditions for the stability of a spatially homogeneous solution of LDS given by (7). We will consider the case of 1-dimensional
lattice space Z and 1-dimensional value space E 1 = E only.
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2

Stability of spatially homogeneous solutions

For 1-dimensional lattice space Z and one-dimensional value space E, the dy∂f
namical system (7) is given by f : E 2s+1 → E . We denote
the partial
∂xi
derivative of f by the i-th variable, i = 1, . . . , 2s + 1.
Let u∗ be a fixed point of F. It is well known, that the stability of u∗ of F
is determined by the spectrum of the linear operator d F|u∗ , i.e. by
σ(d F|u∗ ) .
Let us denote
A = d F|u∗
and for j ∈ Z and k = j − s, . . . , j + s let
ajk =

∂f (u∗j−s , . . . , u∗j+s )
.
∂xk−j+s+1

(8)

Then
A:B→B
is a linear bounded operator, such that u = {uj }j∈Z ∈ B satisfies (with respect
to the relation (8))
(Au)j =

j+s
∑

ajk uk =

k=j−s

s
∑

ajj+k uj+k .

(9)

k=−s

Remark 3 If we formally set ajk = 0 for j ∈ Z and k ̸= j − s, . . . , j + s , then
the numbers ajk form the biinfinite matrix A (where ajk is the number in the j-th
row and in the k-th column). A represents the linear operator A as
Au = Au .
All nonzero elements of A lie on the main diagonal or on s diagonal strips bellow
and s diagonal strips above the main diagonal of A.
In the following we shall consider the case, when the steady-state solution
u∗ is the spatially homogeneous solution, i.e.
u∗j = u0

∀j ∈ Z .

In this case (8) gives
j
aj+1
k+1 = ak for all j ∈ Z and k = j − s, . . . , j + s

or equivalently
all+k = ajj+k for all l, j ∈ Z and k = −s, . . . , +s ,
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i.e. all rows of the matrix A are identical except for a shift.
Let us denote
ak = ajj+k for k = −s, . . . , s .
Then the relation (9) has the form
(Au)j =

s
∑

ak uj+k .

(10)

k=−s

3

Spectrum of the operator A

In this section we consider the complex Banach space
B = {u = {uj }j∈Z ; uj ∈ C, sup{|uj |; j ∈ Z} < ∞}
with the sup-norm and a linear bounded operator A : B −→ B given by
(Au)j =

s
∑

ak uj+k ,

(11)

k=−s

where a−s , . . . , as are given numbers. We describe the spectrum σ(A) of the
operator A and in some cases we give a simple formula for the spectral radius
rσ (A) of A. Let us recall that rσ (A) = sup{|λ| ; λ ∈ σ(A)}.
Theorem 1 The spectrum of the operator A is given by
σ(A) = {

s
∑

ak eikφ ; φ ∈ [0, 2π]} .

k=−s

Moreover, the whole spectrum σ(A) is formed by eigenvalues of A.
At first, we prove Theorem 1 for a particular case of the left-shift operator
S : B −→ B,
(Su)j = uj+1 ,
i.e. the only nonzero number in (10) is a1 = 1 .
Lemma 1 The spectrum of the operator S is given by
σ(S) = {eiφ ; φ ∈ [0, 2π]} .
Proof :
a) Let λ ∈ C and u ∈ B, u ̸= o be an eigenvalue and a corresponding
eigenvector of S, i.e. (S − λI)u = o. This implies
un+1 − λun = 0 for n ∈ Z
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(12)

or
un = λn u0 for n ∈ Z .
As u is bounded and u ̸= o, λ has to be a complex unit, i.e. λ = eiφ for some
φ ∈ [0, 2π].
Conversely, let λ = eiφ for φ ∈ [0, 2π] . We set
un = einφ , n ∈ Z .
Then λ and u = {un }n∈Z satisfy (12). Thus λ is an eigenvalue of S.
b) Let λ ̸= eiφ for all φ ∈ [0, 2π]. We show that (S − λI) is a one-to-one
mapping and consequently λ ̸∈ σ(S). It follows from part a) of the proof that
(S −λI) is injective. For y ∈ B we will construct x ∈ B such that y = (S −λI)x,
i.e.
yn = xn+1 − λxn , n ∈ Z .
(13)
We distinguish 3 cases.
i. λ = 0.
Then clearly xn+1 = yn , n ∈ Z, satisfy (13).
ii. 0 < |λ| < 1.
∞
∑
For n ∈ Z set xn =
λj yn−j−1 . Then
j=0

xn+1 − λxn =

∞
∑

λj yn−j −

j=0

= yn +

∞
∑

λj+1 yn−j−1

j=0
∞
∑

λj yn−j −

∞
∑

j=1

iii. |λ| > 1.
For n ∈ Z set xn = −

xn+1 − λxn = −

j=0

( )j+1
1
yn+j . Then
j=0 λ
∞
∑

∞ ( )j+1
∑
1
j=0

=−

λj+1 yn−j−1 = yn .

λ

∞ ( )j+1
∑
1
j=0

λ

yn+j+1 +

∞ ( )j
∑
1
j=0

yn+j+1 +

∞ ( )j
∑
1
j=1

Proof of Theorem 1:
It is easy to see that
A=

s
∑
k=−s
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λ

ak S k ,

λ

yn+j =

yn+j + yn = yn .

where S −1 is the inverse operator to S. As the function g(z) =

s
∑

ak z k is

k=−s

analytical on the set {z ∈ C ; z ̸= 0}, Theorem 1 follows immediately from the
following Theorem (see [3, Chapter 7, Theorem 11]):
Let T : X −→ X be a linear bounded operator on a Banach space X. Let g be
an analytical function on a neighbourhood of σ(S). Then σ(g(T )) = {g(λ); λ ∈
σ(T )}.
Remark 4 The proof of Theorem 1 can be also based on the following weaker
Theorem (see [5, Chapter 5, Theorem 5.2-D]):
Let P be a polynomial and T : X −→ X be a linear bounded operator on a
Banach space X. Then σ(P (T )) = {P (λ); λ ∈ σ(T )}.
Using this Theorem and Lemma 1 we have
λ ∈ σ(A) ⇔ A − λI is not a one-to-one mapping
⇔ (A − λI)S s is not a one-to-one mapping
⇔ a−s I + a−s+1 S + · · · + a−1 S s−1 + (a0 − λ)S s +
+a1 S s+1 + · · · + as S 2s is not a one-to-one mapping
(
⇔ −a−s ∈ σ a−s+1 S + · · · + a−1 S s−1 + (a0 − λ)S s +
)
+a1 S s+1 + · · · + as S 2s
⇔ −a−s = a−s+1 eiφ + · · · + a−1 ei(s−1)φ + (a0 − λ)eisφ +
+a1 ei(s+1)φ + · · · + as ei2sφ
s
∑
⇔λ=
ak eikφ .
k=−s

Theorem 2 Let ak , −s ≤ k ≤ s, be real numbers satisfying one of the following
four conditions
a) ak ≥ 0 for −s ≤ k ≤ s,
b) ak ≤ 0 for −s ≤ k ≤ s,
c) a−s+2k ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ s and a−s+2k+1 ≤ 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ s − 1,
or
d) a−s+2k ≤ 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ s and a−s+2k+1 ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ s − 1.
s
∑
Then rσ (A) =
|ak |.
k=−s

Proof :
Clearly
∥A∥ = sup ∥A(x)∥ = sup ( sup |(A(x))j | )
∥x∥=1
∥x∥=1 j∈Z
s
s
∑
∑
= sup ( sup |
ak xj+k | ) =
|ak | .
∥x∥=1 j∈Z k=−s
k=−s
Hence rσ (A) ≤

s
∑

|ak |. On the other hand, the conditions a) - d) in fact mean

k=−s

that all ak have the same sign or their sign alternates. If we choose φ = 0 for
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cases a), b) and φ = π for cases c), d) and apply Theorem 1, we get an eigenvalue
s
∑
λ satisfying |λ| =
|ak |.
k=−s

Corollary 1 Under the conditions of Theorem 2 it holds
∥An ∥ = ∥A∥n
for all n ∈ N.
Proof :
√
Suppose that ∥Ak ∥ < ∥A∥k for some k > 1. As rσ (A) = lim n ∥An ∥ (see [5,
n→∞

Chapter 5, Theorem 5.2-E]), we have
rσ (A) = lim

n→∞

√
n
∥An ∥ = lim

√
nk

n→∞

∥Ank ∥ ≤ lim

n→∞

√
∥Ak ∥n =

nk

√
√
= k ∥Ak ∥ < k ∥A∥k = ∥A∥ ,
a contradiction.
Remark 5 It is also possible to prove Corollary 1 directly (e.g. by induction)
and thus immediately get the proof of Theorem 2.

4

Applications

In this section we apply the above results to the discrete model arising in the
reaction diﬀusion equation:
uj (n + 1) = uj (n) + d(uj+1 (n) − 2uj (n) + uj−1 (n)) + αFj (un ) + β ,

(14)

where j ∈ Z, n ∈ Z+ , uj (n) ∈ R, constants α, β and a diﬀusion coeﬃcient d
satisfy α, β, d > 0 and the function F is given by

 −2u ,
u < 21
F (u) =

−2(u − 1) , u > 12 .
This model was considered e.g. in [1], where it is also shown that the stability of
steady-state solutions of (14) leads to the investigation of the spectrum of the
operator A : B −→ B given by
(Au)j = duj−1 + buj + duj+1 ,
where b = 1 − 2d − 2α. It follows immediately from Theorem 2 that
rσ (A) < 1 if and only if 2|d| + |1 − 2d − 2α| < 1 .
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(15)

This is equivalent (under conditions d, α > 0) to
2d + α < 1 .

(16)

The whole spectrum σ(A) of the linear operator (15) is obtained immediately
from Theorem 1 as follows:
σ(A) = {de−iφ + b + deiφ ; φ ∈ [0, 2π]} = {b + 2d cos φ ; φ ∈ [0, 2π]} =
= [b − 2d, b + 2d] = [1 − 4d − 2α, 1 − 2α] ,
i.e.
σ(A) = [1 − 4d − 2α, 1 − 2α] .

(17)

This confirms derived stability condition (16). This result was obtained also
in [1], though the methods used there are not always correct.
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1

Introduction

The diversity of a pattern generation in spatially-extended systems is investigated by means of lattice dynamical systems (LDS), which consist of local
discrete-time dynamical systems coupled in a spatial lattice. LDS can be as well
interpreted as a time and spatial discretisation of the parabolic PDE. The last
years were characterized by an increasing interest in the dynamics of spatially extended systems, see for example [1], [2]. This paper deals with a simple example
of LDS on which we will demonstrate some interesting features.

2

Preliminaries

Let Z be the set of all integers, the so called lattice space, and R be the standard
1-dimensional real space.
Let us consider the set
B̃ = {u; u = {uj }, j ∈ Z},

(1)

where uj ∈ R for all j ∈ Z, i.e. B̃ is the set of all two-sided sequences of real
numbers.
For
u = {uj }j∈Z
we denote
(u)j = uj .
Several norms can be defined on B̃. In this paper we shall use the sup-norm
∥u∥∞ = ∥u∥ = sup |uj |.

(2)

B = {u ∈ B̃; ∥u∥ < ∞}

(3)

j∈Z

The space
is the Banach space, which plays the role of a phase space.
For a fixed integer s and {uj }j∈Z ∈ B we denote
{uj }s = (uj−s , . . . , uj , . . . , uj+s ) ∈ R2s+1 .
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(4)

We define the mapping
F :B→B

(5)

(Fu)j = f ({uj }s ), j ∈ Z,

(6)

f : R2s+1 → R

(7)

by the relation
where
2

is a diﬀerentiable mapping of class C . Under some additional assumptions on
the function f (Lipschitz condition) it is not diﬃcult to show, that
F(B) ⊂ B.
Thus the discrete dynamical system (DDS)
(F n , B)n∈Z+

(8)

is correctly defined. This DDS is called the lattice dynamical system (LDS).
Remark 1 A more general definition of LDS can be found for example in [2].
Definition 1 The fixed point u∗ of the mapping F, i.e.
Fu∗ = u∗ ,

(9)

is called a steady-state solution of the LDS (8).
Remark 2 The u∗ = {u∗j }j∈Z is fixed point of F iﬀ the following relation holds
u∗j = f ({u∗j }s )

(10)

for all j ∈ Z.
be a steady-state solution of LDS
Definition 2 Let
u∗ = {u∗j }j∈Z
n
+
(F , B)n∈Z . If there exists p ≥ 1 such that
u∗j+p = u∗j for all j ∈ Z,

(11)

then u∗ will be called the spatially periodic solution. If p = 1, then the u∗
is called the spatially homogeneous solution.
Remark 3 The spatially homogeneous solution u∗ = {u∗j }j∈Z satisfies
u∗j = u0 ,

for all j ∈ Z.

(12)

On the space B another dynamical system can be defined as follows:
Let us fix j0 ∈ Z and define the mapping
Sj0 : B → B
by the relation
(Sj0 u)j = uj+j0 , for all j ∈ Z.
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(13)

Definition 3 The mapping Sj0 , j0 ∈ Z defines the DDS (Sjn0 , B), which is called
the translation dynamical system (TDS).
Remark 4 Clearly, each map Sj0 is a linear bounded operator, which commutes
with the evolution operator F, i.e.
F ◦ Sj0 = Sj0 ◦ F.

(14)

Moreover, if u∗ is a spatially p-periodic solution, then
Sp u∗ = u∗ .
The relation (14) yields the following simple but important result. If u∗ is a
steady-state solution of LDS, then for every j0 ∈ Z the Sj0 u∗ is also a steadystate solution, because with respect to the relation (14) we have
F(Sj0 u∗ ) = Sj0 (Fu∗ ) = Sj0 u∗ .

3

An example

In this section we set s = 1, hence the relation (4) has the form
{uj }s=1 = (uj−1 , uj , uj+1 ).
In (7) we shall consider the function f of the form
f (uj−1 , uj , uj+1 ) = uj + u2j−1 + u2j + u2j+1 − 1.
3.1

(15)

Steady-state solutions

We are interesting in steady-state solutions of the corresponding LDS. The equation (10) for these ones has the form (without asterisks)
uj = uj + u2j−1 + u2j + u2j+1 − 1,

(16)

u2j−1 + u2j + u2j+1 − 1 = 0.

(17)

i.e.
The equation (17) defines the following four functions:
√
uj+1 = 1 − u2j−1 − u2j ,
√
uj+1 = − 1 − u2j−1 − u2j ,
√
uj−1 = 1 − u2j − u2j+1 ,
√
uj−1 = − 1 − u2j − u2j+1 .
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(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

All these functions are defined on the closed unit disk
D = {(x, y) ∈ R2 ; x2 + y 2 ≤ 1}.
We will use the relations (18) - (21) for the creation of the steady-state
solutions of our LDS. The procedure is as follows: We choose
u0 = x, u1 = y, (x, y) ∈ D
and all uj for j ≥ 2 are determined by the relations (18) resp. (19). Further, all
uj for j ≤ −1 are determined by the relations (20) resp. (21).
At the same time, we can alternate the using of the relations (18), (19) resp.
(20), (21) in an arbitrary described order.
We shall use the notation from symbolic dynamics, i.e.
Σ2 = {0, 1}Z = {ω = (. . . , ω−1 , ω0 , ω1 , . . .); ωj ∈ {0, 1}, for all j ∈ Z}.
The shift map
σ : Σ2 → Σ2
is defined by
(σ(ω))j = ωj+1

(22)

for all j ∈ Z (see [3] for more details).
Remark 5 To every (x, y) ∈ D and ω ∈ Σ2 there corresponds one steady-state
solution
u∗ = u∗ (x, y, ω)
(23)
of the LDS defined by the function (15) as follows: Let ω = {ωn }n∈Z ∈ Σ2 and
u∗0 = (−1)ω0 x, u∗1 = (−1)ω1 y. Then for the calculation of u∗2 we shall use the
relation (18) for ω2 = 0, the relation (19) for ω2 = 1 and so on. Similarly we
shall calculate u∗−1 using (20) for ω−1 = 0, using (21) for ω−1 = 1 and so on.
More precisely, for every (x, y) ∈ D and ω ∈ Σ2 we can construct inductively
a steady-state solution U (x, y, ω) = {uj }j∈Z as follows:
a. Set u0 = (−1)ω0 x and u1 = (−1)ω1 y.
√
b. For j = 2, 3, . . . set uj = (−1)ωj 1 − u2j−1 − u2j−2 .
√
c. For j = −1, −2, . . . set uj = (−1)ωj 1 − u2j+1 − u2j+2 .
Clearly u = {uj }j∈Z satisfies (17) for every j ∈ Z, which means that u is a
steady-state solution of our LDS.
Conversely, it is not diﬃcult to see that every steady-state solution of our
LDS arises by that way. Really, if u = {uj }j∈Z is a steady-state solution, we set

 1 if u < 0
j
x = |u0 | , y = |u1 | and ωj =
for j ∈ Z .
(24)
 0 if uj ≥ 0
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Then u = U (x, y, ω). Thus we defined the mapping
U : A → B , where A = D × Σ2 ,

(25)

which to each element (x, y, ω) ∈ A assigns a steady-state solution of our LDS,
i.e. satisfies
F (U (x, y, ω)) = U (x, y, ω)
(26)
for every (x, y, ω) ∈ A.
Let us fix ω ∈ Σ2 . Then we obtain the mapping
U ω : D → B, U ω (x, y) = U (x, y, ω).

(27)

For example, if ω 0 = {ωn }n∈Z , where ωn = 0 for all n ∈ Z and x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0,
(x, y) ∈ D, the corresponding steady-state solution has the following form :
√
√
{. . . , x, y, 1 − x2 − y 2 , u0 = x, u1 = y, 1 − x2 − y 2 , x, y, . . .}.
(28)
This steady-state solution is spatially 3-periodic with respect to the following
relations:
√
u0 = x, u1 = y, u2 = 1 − x2 − y 2 ,
√
√
u3 = 1 − u21 − u22 = x, u4 = 1 − u22 − u23 = y.
Similarly for u−1 , u−2 , . . ..
It is easy to see, that the general steady-state solution for an arbitrary ω ∈ Σ2
has the form
{
√
U (x, y, ω) = . . . , (−1)ω−1 1 − x2 − y 2 , u0 = (−1)ω0 x ,
(29)
u1 = (−1)ω1 y , (−1)ω2

}
√
1 − x2 − y 2 , (−1)ω3 x , (−1)ω4 y, . . . .

Proposition 1 Let D0 denote the interior of the set D, i.e.
D0 = {(x, y) ; x2 + y 2 < 1} .
Then the map U ω : D0 → B is diﬀerentiable on D0 .
Taking into account the relation (29) and the norm (2) the proof is evident.
For fixed ω ∈ Σ2 , the relation (26) has the form
(
)
F U ω (x, y) = U ω (x, y).
(30)
By diﬀerentiation of this equality by x and y, respectively we obtain
dF|U ω (x,y) Uxω (x, y) = Uxω (x, y),
dF|U ω (x,y) Uyω (x, y) = Uyω (x, y),
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(31)

∂
where Uxω (x, y) = ∂x
U ω (x, y) and dF|U ω (x,y) is a linear operator - the linearization of the mapping F at the steady-state solution U ω (x, y).

Conclusion: The relations (31) show, that the linear operator dF|U ω (x,y) has
(at least) double eigenvalue 1 and the corresponding two-dimensional eigenspace is generated by two eigenvectors Uxω (x, y) and Uyω (x, y). For example, for
the steady-state solution (28) we have the corresponding eigenvectors
−x
−x
Uxω 0 (x, y) = {. . . , 1, 0, √
, 1, 0, √
, . . .},
2
2
1−x −y
1 − x2 − y 2
−y
−y
Uyω 0 (x, y) = {. . . , 0, 1, √
, 0, 1, √
, . . .}.
1 − x2 − y 2
1 − x2 − y 2
Remark 6 The conclusion yields that all steady-state solutions U (x, y, ω) are
not linearly asymptotically stable with respect to the system (F n , B) determined
by the function (15).
Remark 7 The whole spectrum of dF|u∗ , where u∗ = U ω 0 ( 12 , 21 ), consists of
two intervals on the real axis:
[
]
[
]
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
2+ 2− 2+8 2
2+ 2+ 2+8 2
σ(dF|u∗ ) =
,3 ∪
, 3+ 2 ,
2
2
see [4].
Remark 8 Every steady-state solution
U (x0 , y0 , ω) = {u∗j }j∈Z
determines a mapping S on D0 by the following relation:
S(u∗0 , u∗1 ) = (u∗1 , u∗2 ) .
The action of the translation operator S1 on the steady-state solution
U (x0 , y0 , ω) can be expressed by the relation
S1 U (x0 , y0 , ω) = U (S(x0 , y0 ), σ(ω)).
3.2

Spatial chaos

Let us fix (x0 , y0 ) ∈ D0 , x0 > 0, y0 > 0. We denote
Λ̃ = Λ̃(x0 , y0 ) = {U (x0 , y0 , ω) ; ω ∈ Σ2 } .
Let us consider the TDS (S1n , B) (see Definition 3) and set
∪
Λ=
S1n Λ̃.
n∈Z
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(32)

Clearly, the set Λ consists entirely of steady-state solutions and it is a closed invariant set of the TDS (S1n , B). We shall show, that the S1 |Λ behaves stochastically, that means the S1 |Λ has a positive topological entropy. To this aim we
will apply some results from the theory of the topological Markov chains (TMC),
see e.g. [3] and [5].
Let us denote
√
z0 = 1 − x20 − y02 .
Then every element u∗ ∈ Λ, u∗ = {u∗j }j∈Z , is two-sided sequence of six elements
(or symbols)
x0 , y0 , z0 , −x0 , −y0 , −z0 ,
numbered by turn 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
All admissible transitions between
lowing transition matrix:

0 1
 0 0

 1 0
A=
 0 1

 0 0
1 0

these symbols are determined by the fol0
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
1

1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
1
0










(33)

We remark that S1 |Λ = σA - the subshift of finite type. The matrix A in
(33) has the following eigenvalues:
√
λ1,2,3 = 0; λ4 = 2, λ5,6 = −1 ± i 3.
(34)
Since the greatest positive eigenvalue λ(A) of the matrix A is equal to 2, the
topological entropy of the mapping S1 |Λ is (see [5])
h(S1 |Λ ) = ln λ(A) = ln 2 > 0.

(35)

It is easy to see that the matrix A (or corresponding TMC) is indecomposable, because
a12 · a23 · a34 · a45 · a56 · a61 > 0.
Further, because | λ5,6 |= 2, there are three eigenvalues of the matrix A lying
on the circle | z |= λ(A). Thus according to the Frobenius-Perron Theorem, the
matrix A splits on 3 primitive matrix and the cyclicity index of the matrix A is
equal to 3.
Conclusion: We have shown, that the translation mapping S1 behaves on the
set of the steady-state solutions Λ by the same way as the subshift of the finite
type σA on the set ΣA of all admissible sequences of six symbols. In our case, the
topological entropy of the mapping S1 |Λ is positive, hence the spatial chaos
in our LDS is realized, see [2]
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On Spectra of Certain Class of Linear Operators
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Abstract Certain class of linear operators arising in the study of the
stability of solution of lattice dynamical systems is investigated. Fourier
transform and the theory of distributions are used to show that the
spectrum consists of the point spectrum only and its explicit form is
found. Several examples are presented.

1

Introduction

Lattice dynamical systems, besides being an interesting mathematical problem of
its own, present a useful simplification for the investigation of partial diﬀerential
equations describing e.g. reaction diﬀusion dynamical systems, see [1].
In finite dimensional discrete dynamical systems, the stability of a solution is
given by the spectrum of the linearization matrix evaluated at the solution. For
an infinite dimensional discrete dynamical system the stability of a solution is
again given by the spectrum of the linearized operator, see [3]. We will consider
a linear operator A : B → B, where B is a Banach space, which arises in the
study of stability of the spatially homogeneous steady state solutions of a certain
lattice dynamical system [2], [6].
The spectrum σ(A) of a general operator A : B → B consists of three parts
(see [5]):
(i) the point spectrum σp (A) formed by the eigenvalues λ satisfying
Ax = λx ,

(1)

(ii) the residual spectrum σr (A) formed by all the complex values λ for which
the range of the operator A−λI is not dense in B (here I denotes the identity
operator), and
(iii) the continuous spectrum σc (A) formed by all the complex values λ for
which the operator A − λI has not a bounded inverse and the range of
A − λI is dense in B.
The complement of the spectrum in the complex plane is the resolvent set ϱ(A).
In section 2 we state the main result and indicate the idea of its proof despite
the fact that the derivation is not correct. In section 3 the theory of distributions
is used for the rigorous proof of the main statement about the spectrum of the
operator.
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2

The main result

Consider a linear operator A : B → B acting on a Banach space B of bounded
two-sided sequences x of complex numbers xn with the supremum norm
||x|| = sup |xn |.

(2)

n∈Z

We consider a certain class of operators that are given by
∑
(Ax)j =
an xj−n

(3)

n∈Z

where an are complex numbers satisfying
lim np an = 0

(4)

n→±∞

for any positive integer p, i.e. an tend to zero for |n| → ∞ faster than any power
of 1/|n|.
We prove the following:
Theorem The spectrum ϱ(A) of A consists of the point spectrum only and it
is
∑
σ(A) = {
an e−i2πνn ; ν ∈ R} ,
(5)
where i =

√

n∈Z

−1, i.e. it is a closed finite length curve in the complex plane.

Now we informally describe the main ideas used in the next section for the
proof of the Theorem.
The action of the operator A on the sequence x is actually a convolution
between the sequence a = {an }n∈Z and the sequence x = {xn }n∈Z
∑
(a ∗ x)j =
an xj−n .
(6)
n∈Z

The Fourier type transform
b (ν) =
x

∑

xn e−i2πνn

(7)

n∈Z

converts the sequence of complex numbers into a complex function of a real
argument.
The Fourier image of a convolution of two sequences is the product of the
Fourier images of the two sequences:
∑
∑∑
a[
∗ x(ν) =
(a ∗ x)j e−i2πνj =
an xj−n e−i2πνj =
j∈Z

=

∑
n∈Z

an

∑
j∈Z

xj−n e−i2πνj =

j∈Z n∈Z

∑

an e−i2πνn

n∈Z
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∑
j∈Z

xj−n e−i2πν(j−n) =

=(

∑

an e−i2πνn )(

n∈Z

∑

b (ν)b
xj e−i2πνj ) = a
x(ν).

j∈Z

Then (1) with respect to (3) can be written as
a ∗ x = λx.

(8)

Applying the Fourier transform on both sides gives
c .
a[
∗ x = λx
b (ν)b
a
x(ν) = λb
x(ν)
(b
a(ν) − λ)b
x(ν) = 0.

(9)

Now depending on λ we distinguish two cases.
b (ν) for all ν ∈ R, then (9) implies x
b (ν) = 0 for all ν ∈ R and thus
(a) If λ ̸= a
xn = 0 for all n ∈ Z.
As the function
1
b (ν) − λ
a
is bounded, the equation
(A − λI)x = b
which is equivalent to

(b
a(ν) − λ)b
x(ν) = b
b(ν)

has a unique solution x ∈ B for any b ∈ B satisfying
b (ν) =
x

b
b(ν)
.
b (ν) − λ
a

b (ν) for all ν ∈ R, then λ belongs to the resolvent set ϱ(A).
Thus if λ ̸= a
b (ν0 ) then the operator
(b) If there exists a real value ν0 ∈ R such that λ = a
A − λI is no longer invertible and λ is an eigenvalue of A. The corresponding
eigenvector x can be found from (9)
b (ν) = δν0 (ν) ,
x
where δν0 (ν) is the Dirac delta distribution in the point ν0 .
Remark Some authors use the term Fourier transform for a transformation of
a function of a continuous argument into a function of a continuous argument
only. We use the term Fourier transform in a more general sense, to denote
both the transform of a function (10) and that of a sequence (7). The full
justification of our approach will be clear in the next section, where we use the
theory of distributions. The reason is that a function φ (a sequence x resp.)
generates a distribution Tφ (Tx resp.) and the Fourier transform of the resulting
distribution is equal to the distribution generated by the Fourier transform of
the given function (the sequence resp.) if they exist.
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3

Proof of the Theorem

To prove the Theorem we have to show the following:
∑
b (ν0 ) =
I. If λ = a
an e−i2πν0 n for some ν0 ∈ R, then λ is the eigenvalue of
n∈Z

the operator A.
b (ν) for every ν ∈ R, then
II. If λ ̸= a
(a) the operator A − λI is injective,
(b) the equation (A − λI)x = b has a solution for any b ∈ B.
b (ν0 ) set
The proof of I. is easy. For λ = a
xn = ei2πν0 n .
Then
((A − λI)x)j = (Ax)j − λxj =
=

∑

∑

an ei2πν0 (j−n) −

n∈Z

∑

an xj−n − λxj =

n∈Z

an e−i2πν0 n ei2πν0 j = 0 ,

n∈Z

which means that λ is the eigenvalue and x is the corresponding eigenvector of
the operator A.
The proof of II. is more complicated.
The conditions of convergence of infinite series were ignored in the previous
section. The convolution (6) is convergent due to the condition (4) on an and
due to the assumption of the finite supremum norm (2) of x. The necessary
condition for the Fourier transform (7) to converge,
lim |xn | = 0 ,

n→∞

may not be satisfied for x ∈ B. The legal way out of this conflict is to use the
theory of distributions, see [4].
The main idea is like this: instead of considering the values xn of a given
sequence x (and its sum over all integers) we consider rather the “projection”
∑
⟨Tx , φ⟩ =
xn φ(n)
n∈Z

of the sequence x into various functions φ ∈ S. Here S is the space of all infinitely
diﬀerentiable complex functions of a real variable x for which the absolute value
of the function and the absolute value of all its derivatives tends for |x| → ∞ to
zero faster than any power of 1/|x|.
The Fourier image φ
b of φ ∈ S is defined as
∫∞
φ(ν)
b
=

φ(t) e−i2πνt dt

−∞
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(10)

and the inverse Fourier image φ̌ of φ ∈ S is defined as
∫∞
φ(t) ei2πνt dt.

φ̌(ν) =

(11)

−∞

We will apply the result of the theory of Fourier transform that
b̌ = φ
φ
b̌ = φ
for any φ ∈ S (see [4]).
Given a sequence
x = {xn }n∈Z ∈ B
we construct a continuous linear functional, a distribution, Tx : S → C ,
∑
⟨Tx , φ⟩ =
xn φ(n)

(12)

n∈Z

for any φ ∈ S. Since xn is bounded this series converges.
We will use the obvious fact that for any x, y ∈ B
⟨Tx , φ⟩ = ⟨Ty , φ⟩ for every φ ∈ S if and only if x = y .
Further we use the fact that the function
α
b(ν) =

1
b (ν) − λ
a

(13)

b (ν) is so) and we can write α
is smooth, bounded and periodic (as a
b as a Fourier
series
∑
αk e−i2πνk
(14)
α
b(ν) =
k∈Z

where αk ∈ C and moreover satisfy (4)
The proof of II. is based on the following Lemma
Lemma
(A − λI)x = b if and only if ⟨Tx , φ⟩ = ⟨Tb , α
bc
φ̌⟩ for every φ ∈ S .
Proof :
Clearly, (A − λI)x = b if and only if ⟨T(A−λI)x , φ⟩
b = ⟨Tb , φ⟩
b for every φ ∈ S,
i. e.
∑ ∑
∑
∑
(15)
(
ak xn−k )φ(n)
b
−
λxn φ(n)
b
=
bn φ(n).
b
n∈Z k∈Z

n∈Z

n∈Z

Let us manipulate the left hand side
∑ ∑
∑
L=
(
ak xn−k )φ(n)
b
−
λxn φ(n)
b
.
n∈Z k∈Z

n∈Z
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We change the order of the summation
∑
∑
∑
L=
ak
xn−k φ(n)
b
−
λxn φ(n)
b
n∈Z

k∈Z

n∈Z

and we shift n by k by summing over nnew = n − k in the inner sum (we drop
the index new)
∑
∑
∑
ak (
xn )φ(n
b + k) −
λxn φ(n)
b
.
L=
n∈Z

k∈Z

n∈Z

Now we change back the order of the summation
∑
∑
∑
L=
xn
ak φ(n
b + k) −
λxn φ(n)
b
=
n∈Z

=

n∈Z

k∈Z

∑

xn (

n∈Z

∑

ak φ(n
b + k) − λφ(n))
b
.

k∈Z

Let us elaborate separately
wn =

∑

ak φ(n
b + k) =

k∈Z

∑

∫∞
ak

k∈Z

∫∞
=

φ(t)(

∑

φ(t) e−i2π(n+k)t dt =

−∞

ak e−i2πkt ) e−i2πnt dt.

k∈Z

−∞

Denoting
b (t) =
a

∑

ak e−i2πkt

k∈Z

we get

∫∞
wn =

ca(n)
φ(t)b
a(t) e−i2πnt dt = φb

−∞

and thus
L=

∑

ca(n) − λφ(n))
xn (φb
b
=

n∈Z

∑

xn (b
a − λ)φ(n) = ⟨Tx , (b
a − λ)φ⟩ .

n∈Z

Recalling (15) this is
⟨Tx , (b
a − λ)φ⟩ = ⟨Tb , φ⟩.
b

(16)

Replacing φ by ψ in (16) and using (13) we have
⟨Tx ,

d
1
b
ψ⟩ = ⟨Tb , ψ⟩.
α
b
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(17)

Calling
φ(t) =

d
1
ψ(t)
α
b

we have
1
ψ
α
b
ψ=α
bφ̌
b
ψ=α
bc
φ̌
φ̌ =

(18)

and since there is a unique φ ∈ S satisfying (18) to any ψ ∈ S and vice versa,
(17) gives the action of the wanted distribution Tx on any φ ∈ S:
⟨Tx , φ⟩ = ⟨Tb , α
bc
φ̌⟩ .
Using Lemma we immediately have II.(a) because (A − λI)x = 0 implies
⟨Tx , φ⟩ = ⟨T0 , α
bc
φ̌⟩ = 0
for every φ ∈ S, which implies x = 0.
To complete the proof of the Theorem we have to prove II.(b), i.e. we have
to find a solution x of (A − λI)x = b for every b ∈ B.
We show that x defined by
∑
xj =
αk bj−k
(19)
k∈Z

is the solution. Recall that αk are the Fourier coeﬃcients of α
b introduced in (14)
and thus x is well defined and bounded.
For k ∈ Z and φ ∈ S we denote by φk the function defined as
φk (ν) = φ(ν + k) .
Then we have
∫∞
φˇk (ν) =

∫∞
φ(t + k) e

i2πνt

φ(t) ei2πν(t−k) dt =

dt =

−∞

−∞

= e−i2πνk

∫∞

φ(t) ei2πνt dt = e−i2πνk φ̌(ν)

−∞

and thus
∑
k∈Z

αk φk (ν) =

∑
k∈Z

αk φˇk (ν) =

∑
k∈Z
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αk e−i2πνk φ̌(ν) = α̂(ν)φ̌(ν) ,

i.e.

∑

αk φk = α
bc
φ̌ .

k∈Z

Now
⟨Tx , φ⟩ =

∑ ∑
∑
∑
αk bj−k )φ(j) =
αk (
(
bj φ(j + k)) =
j∈Z k∈Z

=

∑

bj (

j∈Z

∑

k∈Z

αk φ(j + k)) = ⟨Tb ,

k∈Z

j∈Z

∑

αk φk ⟩ = ⟨Tb , α
bc
φ̌⟩ .

k∈Z

Thus by the Lemma (A − λI)x = b and the proof is finished.

4

Examples

Example 1 If an = a−n ∈ R for all n ∈ N then the spectrum is an interval of
real numbers.
Example 2 If an ∈ R for all n ∈ Z then the spectrum is symmetric with respect
to the real axis in the complex plane.
Example 3 For the shift, i.e. a1 = 1 and an = 0 for n ̸= 1 the spectrum is a
unit circle
{b
a(ν) = e−i2πν : ν ∈ R}
in the complex plane.

a=8...0,4,-8,a0 =-9,-1,5,0...<

a=8...0,-6,-9,a0 =9,-4,-1,0...<

6
-15

5

-5

-10

-6
a=8...0,-5,a0 =-4,2,8,0...<

10
-5

Figure 1

10

a=8...0,5,4,a0 =2,7,3,0...<

4

-5
10
20
-101 -5
Example 4 Fig.
shows a few examples for randomly
chosen
real coeﬃcients
an such that only a small
-10 number of them is nonzero.
-4
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5

Concluding remarks

The obtained result generalizes the result of [6], where the case of the operator A
with only a finite number of nonzero ak was considered. On the other hand the
methods used in [6] can be applied to derive the Theorem, too. The advantage of
the use of the Fourier transform is that it can be generalized to the case of twosided sequences of vectors from Rp (or Cp ), when coeﬃcients ak of the operator A
are the matrices. This enables us to investigate the stability of spatially periodical
steady state solutions of lattice dynamical systems. This result will be published
elsewhere.
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Abstract Excitable properties of dynamical systems are examined in
terms of a threshold set which is then used to characterize dynamics
in one compartment subject to external periodic stimuli and to describe spreading of signals to a second diﬀusion-coupled compartment.
A method of calculating a threshold set and a criterion for its disappearance are formulated. Two kinds of excitability distinguished by either
direct or indirect initiation of the activatory process are discussed. The
response of the one- and two-compartment systems to periodic perturbations is studied via bifurcation diagrams. Transitions from periodicity
to quasiperiodicity to chaos are observed.

1

Introduction

A distinct feature of excitable systems is their sensitivity to perturbations. Of
particular interest in this paper are excitable chemical and biochemical processes.
There are many examples of excitable systems in chemistry and biology [1],
ranging from the Belousov-Zhabotinsky chemical reaction [2] to calcium spiking
in many types of cells [3] to action potentials in specialized neural cells [4]. A
typical excitatory event follows a superthreshold stimulus applied to the system
at rest which triggers an autocatalytic increase of some intermediate(s) until an
inhibitory decay dominates, leading eventually to the original rest state. Stimulus
may be repeated periodically, either by externally controlled conditions (such as
drug administration) or by some internal oscillatory process in the neighborhood
of the cell transduced inside or an oscillatory subsystem within the cell. Periodic
forcing induces repeated firings which may or may not catch up with the pace
of stimuli depending on the strength and period of the stimulus. The dynamics
may become complex when the cell is unable to respond by an excitation to each
external stimulus [5], [6], [7], [8]. Apart from neurons, intercellular signalling is
known to occur in various cell systems [9], [10].
In the first section of the paper we examine the threshold dynamics, identify
threshold set, formulate a boundary value problem to find it in two-variable
systems and provide an example of calcium dynamics in cytosol. In the second
section, dynamical response to pulsed external perturbations in one and two
such cells is studied.

2

Excitability

Following Ref. [11] we consider a threshold set as locally separating the phase
space into a set of trajectories amplifying initial perturbations and a set of trajectories decaying to the steady state soon after the perturbation. However, this
definition is only qualitative and it is the purpose of this section to give a precise
meaning to the threshold set in the presence of a unique steady state and formulate an iterative procedure for numerically accurate location of the threshold.
This in turn allows us to understand how excitability vanishes and how it is
interlinked with nontransient dynamical phenomena, such us bistability and oscillations.
2.1

Theory for threshold sets

Let us assume a dynamical system described by ordinary diﬀerential equations:
dx
= v(x), x ∈ Rn .
(1)
dt
Although not explicitly stated, the vector field v is assumed to depend on
external parameters. In general, the threshold set T should be a smooth codimension one semi-open surface which is bounded from one side by a codimension
two surface providing an axis about which trajectories of (1) corresponding to
excitations wind (for example, a semi-curve in R2 bounded by a point, a semisheet in R3 bounded by a curve etc.). Accordingly, it is convenient to assume
that T is invariant under the flow φ(x, t) of Eq. (1) in negative time direction,
i.e., φ(T , t) ⊆ T for all t ≤ 0 where φ(T , t = 0) is the “end” of T . Therefore the
threshold set must be a (negatively directed) semiorbit in a two-variable system,
a smooth one-parameter family of semiorbits in a three-variable system, etc.
For simplicity, we will assume that the system has two dynamical variables,
n = 2, extension to more than two variables is possible. Let xS be the steady
state point. To locate the threshold, we formulate a boundary value problem for
a finite segment of the threshold orbit beginning at a point xL and terminating at
another point xR . The point xL is specified by applying a perturbation shifting
the initial steady state xS to xL so that
fL = v(xL ) · (xL − xS ) = 0.

(2)

Since we assume that the response to this perturbation is amplified, the orbit
passing through xL is locally at a minimum distance P from the steady state
which provides the size (or amplitude) of the pulse:
P =∥ xL − xS ∥ .

(3)

Thus P is a minimal perturbation amplitude for the given orbit to cause an
excitation. The system (1) responds to the perturbation by a motion along the
orbit based at xL , the perturbation becomes amplified, eventually reaching a
point xR such that
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fR = v(xR ) · (xR − xS ) = 0.

(4)

The response amplitude R ,
R =∥ xR − xS ∥,

(5)

at that point is, by virtue of (4), at its maximum, see Fig. 1.

xR

τ
R

xS
P

xL

Figure 1: Phase portrait of an excitable system (schematically) showing the perturbation (P ) and response (R) amplitudes used to find the threshold T (shown
as thick line) via Eqs.(6) and (9).
Eqs. (2) and (4) are in fact identical but each of them defines a separate part
of the same curve in the state space of (1); the two parts meet at a point where
the pertubation and response amplitudes are equal. Given P , the point xL is
found by solving Eqs.(2) and (3) hence xL depends on P implicitly. The point
xR depends on xL via the flow φ(xL , τ ) where τ is a time necessary to reach xR
from xL . Therefore R ultimately depends on P .
Let us define a relative amplification as the increase in amplitude from xL
to xR relative to the amplitude of perturbation:
r=

R(xL (P )) − P
.
P

(6)

The first derivative of r with respect to P is, after some algebraic manipulation
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dr
∂r dxL
∂r
grad r · d0
r+1
=
+
=
−
,
dP
∂xL dP
∂P
grad P · d0
P

(7)

where d0 is an arbitrarily normalized vector tangent to the curve defined by
Eq. (2) at xL :
grad fL · d0 = 0,

∥ d0 ∥= 1.

(8)

The derivative in Eq. (7) captures the sensitivity of the response to variations
in perturbation amplitude and allows for a characterization of the threshold
because r is expected to grow most significantly with P just on the orbit segment
lying on T . We use this property to single out the orbit segment from xL to xR
so that the sensitivity coeﬃcient dr/dP is at maximum:
dr !
= max.
dP

(9)

The threshold set T is then defined as the negative semiorbit starting at xR
– the endpoint of T – and passing through xL further extending to arbitrary
negative times. As an interesting byproduct, the constraint (9) is complemented
by a condition for an orbit with smallest possible dr/dP . The associated orbit, in
a sense, represents a typical excitatory response and therefore we refer to it as a
characteristic excitation. Between the threshold and the characteristic excitation
is an orbit with a maximal relative amplification r. Since the Euclidean distance
depends on the scaling we need to assume that the variables in Eq.(1) are given
in their natural scale. However, the results do not change significantly upon
rescaling, unless it is very poor, so (9) may still be conveniently used as an
operational definition of the threshold.
In summary, we have a boundary value problem for an orbit segment, satisfying the boundary conditions (2) and (4) and the steady state condition
v(xS ) = 0;

(10)

the unknowns are xS , xL and τ . For n = 2, there is one more unknown than
the equations therefore one unknown may be taken as a free parameter and this
problem is solved by combining shooting and continuation methods [13], [14].
The continuation provides a one-parameter family of orbit segments. The separation rate (7) is calculated at each point along this curve and searched for
maximum and minimum values, indicating the threshold set and the characteristic excitation, respectively. When repeated continuations with sequentially
varying external parameters are made, the threshold set and the characteristic
excitation can meet and the minimum and maximum value of dr/dP plotted
against P merge and disappear. If that happens, the excitability vanishes. Since
the threshold trajectory is strongly unstable, a multiple shooting method with
nonequidistant time subintervals is used in practical calculations rather than the
simple shooting approach outlined above.
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2.2

An example – biochemical excitable system

As an example of excitable system we use a model of intracellular calcium dynamics according to the one-pool variant of the CICR mechanism [12]. Dynamics
of calcium in cells is ubiquitous in animal cells and displays both oscillatory and
excitatory modes. According to the CICR (Calcium-Induced Calcium Release)
model, the key species are the inositol 1,4,5–triphosphate (IP3 ), the cytosolic
Ca2+ (Cai ) and the calcium ions sequestered in an intracellular store (Cas ).
From a mechanistic viewpoint, Cai has a positive self-feedback loop mediating
the release of calcium into cytosol from internal stores; Cas plays a regulatory role involving a negative feedback mediating the sequestration of Cai into
the store. IP3 is assumed to have a constant concentration controlling thus the
system as a constraint.
In the absence of a mass transport within the cell the dynamics is governed
by the mass balance equations
dx
= f (x, y) = Vin − V2 + V3 + kf y − kx,
dt

(11)

dy
= g(x, y) = V2 − V3 − kf y,
dt

(12)

where
Vin = v0 + v1 β, V2 = VM 2
V3 = βVM 3

xn
(K2n +
p

xn )

,

ym
x
,
p
+ xp )
+ y m ) (KA

m
(KR

and x is the concentration of Cai , y is the concentration of Cas , Vin is total
constant entry of Ca2+ into the cytosol consisting of v0 , the constant influx
and v1 β, the IP3 -stimulated influx from extracellular medium, V2 is the rate
of pumping into the internal store, V3 is the rate of release from the store,
kf is the coeﬃcient of the passive eﬄux from the store, k is the rate coeﬃcient of the passive eﬄux from the cytosol. The saturation parameter β represents the regulatory role of IP3 . In all the calculations we use the values
as follows: kf = 1.0 min−1 , k = 10.0 min−1 , v1 = 1.7 µM min− 1, VM 2 =
50.0 µM min− 1, VM 3 = 325.0 µM min−1 , K2 = 0.5 µM, KR = 1.0 µM, KA =
0.45 µM, n = 2, m = 4, p = 4. In order to find excitable conditions we treat v0
and β as adjustable parameters to set appropriate dynamics.
By using continuation we construct a bifurcation diagram including the
boundaries along which excitability vanishes as shown in Fig. 2. The region
of periodic oscillations is marked by the Hopf bifurcation curve. In fact, this
bifurcation is mostly subcritical and thus the oscillations occur also outside this
region. However, the additional region of hysteresis is negligibly narrow. As indicated in Fig. 2 we find two diﬀerent kinds of excitability in this system. The
first one, which we call the activatory excitability, is associated with a low-xhigh-y steady state. Addition of x or y triggers the ordinary excitatory event
beginning with the activatory (or autocatalytic) phase which increases x and
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6

v0

inhibitory
excitability
4
oscillations
2
activatory
excitability
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

β

Figure 2: Bifurcation diagram in the parameters v0 and β, dashed line – Hopf
bifurcation, full line – vanishing excitability

depletes y until the inhibitory phase sets in to consume x and replete y. The
other, somewhat counterintuitive type – inhibitory excitability – is associated
with a high-x-low-y steady state. The excitation elicited by removing x or y
begins with the inhibitory process which removes x even more and simultaneously repletes y, and terminates by the autocatalysis. Another classification of
excitable systems distinguishes between multiple steady state (type I) and single
steady state (type II) phase portraits [15]; in the present case we have a unique
steady state and therefore the type II excitability.
The threshold set for both activatory and inhibitory excitability near the
oscillatory region in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. As the parameters v0 and β approach the outer boundary, the perturbation amplitude increases, the threshold
set shrinks and its separation properties weaken. The excitability of the system
may vanish in two ways, either the amplification drops below the limiting value
of r = 1, or the maximum of dr/dP disappears by coliding with a minimum.
Which one is the case depends on the model – the former is the actual mechanism for the CICR model. Of course, there is no qualitative change of the phase
portrait in the sense of a bifurcation when crossing the boundary of vanishing
excitability, the change is continuous but quite sudden and this is what the amplification ratio and its derivative reflect. Similar quantities as r may be defined
but all give very similar results.
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3
3.1

Dynamics in periodically pulsed cell systems
Periodic forcing of one cell

Here we examine how the presence of a threshold set influences the dynamics
of a periodically perturbed cell and what changes to dynamics appear when the
excitability vanishes. We assume that the concentration of Cai can be changed
suddenly as a consequence of a periodically repeated external perturbation. This
can be modelled as a periodic series of delta pulses shifting immediately the value
of x and Eqs. (11),(12) now become
∑
dx
= f (x, y) + h(x)
δ(t − kT ),
dt

k = 1, · · · ,

(13)

dy
= g(x, y),
(14)
dt
where k counts the number of pulses, T is the period of pulse deliveries and
h(x) is the change in x due to the pulse. When addition of Cai is considered,
this function is chosen to be simply a constant, h(x) = A. However, removal of
Cai modelled in this way might shift x to negative values and thus we choose
h(x) = −x(1 − e−A ). In both cases we call A the forcing amplitude.
We examine the system (13),(14) numerically by using continuation method
to find variations of periodic solutions with A and/or T, their stability and
bifurcations. In addition, we also solve Eqs. (13),(14) directly and charaterize the
complexity of dynamics by Poincare maps and Lyapunov exponents. Moreover,
the excitatory dynamics is well characterized by introducing excitation (or firing)
number ν,
ν=

number of excitatory responses
number of pulses

(15)

in the limit of large number of pulses k. Thus ν is an average number of excitations per one pulse.
Here we can conveniently use the notion of the threshold set introduced earlier
to distinguish between excitatory and nonexcitatory repsonses. A response is considered as excitatory if the pulse penetrates the threshold set or, equivalently,
if the trajectory loops around the endpoint of the threshold set. Periodic orbits
have ν = p/q where p, q are integers and qT is the period. For further calculations we fix β at 0.2 and examine the dynamics of the forced system at various
values of v0 within the two regions of excitability (cf. Fig. 2).
By performing the continuation with respect to A or T we observe that
periodic orbits may pass through the threshold set. For example, a family of
one-periodic orbits (i.e., q = 1) at v0 = 1.2 (activatory excitability) and v0 = 5.0
(inhibitory excitability) obtained by continuation with respect to A is represented in Fig. 3. The curves (a) and (c) show that the response amplitude (diﬀerence
between maximum and minimum of x) changes rapidly within a narrow structure
of fold bifurcations and the sets of orbits representing the (continuous) family
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Figure 3: (a),(c) – variation of the response amplitude in x with the forcing
amplitude A; (b),(d) – sequence of phase portraits of period one orbits along the
branches in (a),(c), the threshold set is shown as dashed line; parameter values:
(a),(b) – v0 = 1.2, T = 1.5, (c),(d) – v0 = 5.0, T = 1.0

in (b) and (d) show how the originally small amplitude oscillations for A small
grow and extend along the threshold set to become large amplitude oscillations.
Therefore there is an intermadiate value of A such that a whole segment of the
threshold set is contained in the period one orbit. At that point the orbit originally with ν = 0/1 “sneaks” through” and becomes one with ν = 1/1 because
the pulse now penetrates the threshold orbit. This principle applies equally to
both kind of excitabilities, and likewise to q-periodic orbits with q > 1. As the
threshold orbit by itself is at a maximum of instability, periodic orbits near the
passage through it are typically extremely unstable except for rare cases when
the stable part of orbit that closes the loop compensates for the instability.
Fig. 4a,b shows the A–T bifurcation diagrams of the period one orbit at
v0 = 1.2 and v0 = 5.0. There are additional instabilities apart from the fold
bifurcation due to period doubling and torus bifurcations. The corresponding
unstable regions suggest where the dynamics will likely become complex. Also,
the threshold perturbation amplitude for the period one orbit to become unstable
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is nearly constant for large T as one might expect but decreases rapidly when
T becomes smaller. Let us remark that analogous calculations for v0 below the
boundary for activatory excitability and above the boundary for the inhibitory
excitability show that these bifurcation structures shrink and disintegrate almost
completely and thus suggest that the criteria (6),(7) used for constructing the
boundary have significant predictive power.
Next we shall examine dynamics with fixed A as indicated in Fig. 5 at sequentially selected values of T through the region of instability. Fig. 5 shows
the excitation number ν and the maximal Lyapunov exponent λ1 with varying
T for the case of the activatory excitability. The excitation number is at the
first glance a nondecreasing step-wise function of T (panel (a)) reflecting the
gradually larger time for the system to recover before next pulse is delivered and
hence more frequent excitations. Every p/q regime corresponds to a plateau. The

(a)

0.4

0.2

0

forcing amplitude

0

2

4

2.0
(b)

1.0

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

forcing period
Figure 4: Bifurcation diagrams for period one orbit in the parameters T and
A; (a) v0 = 1.2, (b) v0 = 5.0; full line – fold bifurcation, dashed line – period
doubling, dotted line – torus bifurcation
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blow-up in panel (b) shows that even a very narrow step between 1/3 and 1/2
resonances reveals fine step-wise structure but it also indicates that the value of
ν drops occasionally. More information provides the plot of λ1 . First of all, there
are positive exponents (and hence chaotic dynamics) at some of the steps and
second, these chaotic dynamical regimes occur predominantly where ν drops.
A similar picture emerges when the inhibitory excitable system is periodically
perturbed, see Fig. 6. The staircase dependence of ν on T displays drops where
the chaos is observed. Only here the relaxation time indicated by the value of T
when ν = 1 is reached is much shorter than in the earlier case. This is due to
much longer inhibitory phase in the activatory case.
The nature of chaotic attractors appearing in many windows is indicated in
Fig. 7 showing phase portraits and Poincare sections taken successively at t=kT..
The first case corresponds to the activatory excitability. The phase portrait (a)
indicates the separating role played by the threshold set. Clearly, an additional
feature is the extreme instability of the threshold set, contributing to the positive
Lyapunov exponent. On the other hand, the Poincare map (b) is extremely
simple, suggesting that a 1D map is operating here. The second example is from
the region of inhibitory excitability. Likewise here the organizing role of the
threshold set is well observable (panel (c)). The Poincare map (d) is, however,
indicating that a fractalization of a torus leads to this attractor. The rather small
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Figure 5: Excitation number ν and maximal Lyapunov exponent λ1 against forcing period T , v0 = 1.2, A = 0.24; (b) and (d) are enlarged portions of (a) and
(c)
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forcing period relates to the region of torus bifurcation in Fig. 4b, whereby the
torus originates. The last example is showing an attractor with a well pronounced
fractal structure which occurs when v0 is selected closer to the boundary of
vanishing inhibitory excitability.

3.2

Periodic forcing of two cells

Diﬀusion-coupled array of cells is the basic model for describing communication
between cells via gap junctions. In advanced organisms with specialized cells the
cell-cell interaction may be much more complex, such as synaptical junctions in
neural tissue. Nevertheless, the simple diﬀusion driven interaction takes place
whenever suitable conditions as provided by gap junctions occur. In the case
of calcium dynamics, the interaction can be mediated by cytosolic calcium Cai
since the transport of sequestered calcium Cas is hindered. Taking the simplest
possible array – two coupled cells – the Eqs. (11),(12) extend to
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Figure 6: Excitation number ν and maximal Lyapunov exponent λ1 against forcing period T , v0 = 5.0, A = 0.6; (b) and (d) are enlarged portins of (a) and (c)
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dx1
dt
dy1
dt
dx2
dt
dy2
dt

= f (x1 , y1 ) + d(x2 − x1 ),

(16)

= g(x1 , y1 ),

(17)

= f (x2 , y2 ) + d(x1 − x2 ),

(18)

= g(x2 , y2 ),

(19)
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Figure 7: Phase portraits (a),(c),(e) and Poincare plots (b),(d),(f) for three
chaotic attractors; parameter values: (a),(b) v0 = 1.2, A = 0.24, T = 1.38945,
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(c),(d) v0 = 5.0, A = 0.6, T = 0.2153, (e),(f)
v0 = 6.0, A = 0.6, T = 0.219

where d is the transport coeﬃcient.
We assume that cell 1 is periodically pulsed as before and examine how the
excitation signal gets transferred to the second cell. The conditions in both cells
are set to activatory excitability (v0 = 1.2) and inhibitory excitability (v0 = 5.0).
The coupling strength has two obvious limits, when d is too small, no signal is
propagated; when d is large enough, the cells fire synchronously. Depending on
circumstances, the actual coupling strength may operate between the two limiting cases, in fact, this situation allows for a controlled way of signal transduction.
The coupling is expected to alter the threshold set to some extent. Since the
system has a four-dimensional phase space the calculation of the threshold set
would not be a simple matter. Instead we assume that the threshold for one cell
applies for each of the couled cells. This is supported by numerical calculations
showing that particularly the end part of the threshold set is not significantly
altered which in turn implies that the excitation numbers ν1 , ν2 can be defined
by counting the number of loops about the endpoint of the threshold set in each
cell separately.
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Figure 8: Excitation numbers ν1 , ν2 and maximal Lyapunov exponent λ1 against
forcing period T for two coupled cells; parameter values: (a),(c) v0 = 1.2, A =
0.24, (b),(d) v0 = 5.0, A = 0.6
Adjusting the transport coeﬃcient properly, complex dynamics is revealed
by plotting ν1 , ν2 and the maximal Lyapunov exponent λ1 against T , see Fig. 8.
The cases (a) and (c) correspond to the activatory excitability with d set to
6.0 and the cases (b) and (d) represent the dynamics of the inhibitory excitable
system with d adjusted to 1.6; the forcing amplitude A is the same as for the
corresponding one-cell systems. Excitation numbers in (a) show a complex pattern with mostly a partial propagation of the excitation to the second cell. The
dominating pattern is 1:2 locking between the cells, only occasionally there is
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no propagation or complete propagation. Frequent drops of the staircase suggest
possible chaotic dynamics which correspond well with positive λ1 in (c). Panels
(b) and (d) show essentially a similar pattern of alternating periodic and chaotic
dynamics. However, there are some diﬀerences in the degree of synchronized firings – while for small T the two cells fire synchronously, for larger values the
pattern alternates between no propagation and complete synchrony. This pattern cannot be made similar to that in (a) by adjusting d. This seems to reflect
the diﬀerence between the activatory and inhibitory excitability. Notice also,
that the transport coeﬃcient for the former to achieve a complex firing patterns
is much larger than that for the latter. This points to a more subtle nature of
the inhibitory excitability.
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Figure 9: Phase portraits in x1 –y1 plane (a),(d), in x2 –y2 plane (b),(e) and x1 –
x2 Poincare plots (c),(f) for chaotic attractors in two coupled cells; parameter
values: (a),(b),(c) v0 = 1.2, A = 0.24, T = 2.0, d = 6.0 (c),(d),(e) v0 = 5.0,
A = 0.6, T = 0.459, d = 1.6
The chaotic dynamics is represented by phase portraits in both cells and
Poincare plots showing x in both cells taken at t = kT in Fig. 9. The activatory
case (a)-(c) reveals a less structured Poincare plot than the inihibitory one (d)(f). Both attractors are roughly comparable as to their firing pattern since they
are taken from a window between 1/3 and 1/2 resonance in the first cell. Oscillations in the first cell ((a) and (d)) show a clear separation between excitatory
and nonexcitatory responses caused by the presence of the threshold set. The oscillations in the second cell ((b) and (e)) indicate the diﬀusion driven transition
accross the threshold. While the separation of the orbits is very distinct in (b),
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it is not as clear in (e) and this is why the Poincare plot has a richer structure
in (f). Again, this observation relates to a much weaker separation power of the
threshold set for the inhibitory excitability.

4

Conclusions

A quantitative criterion for existence of a threshold set in excitable systems has
been defined and a boundary value problem for calculating the threshold has
been formulated and solved for an example biochemical system. This enables us
to clearly define an excitation number which characterizes dynamics of periodically pulsed systems.
We find that the degree of dynamic complexity in pulsed excitable systems
depends on the type of excitability and on the strength of the excitatory event.
It is shown that complex dynamic patterns occur even in the simplest case of one
periodically pulsed excitable cell and they are associated with localized drops of
the staircase-like dependence of excitation number on forcing period.
Diﬀusion-like coupling of two cells increases further the complexity of the pattern if the coupling strength is appropriately adjusted. Spatio-temporal structures of partially propagated pulses occur for intermediate coupling strengths
and chaotic regimes are again associated with drops of the excitation number
when the forcing period is increased.
Acknowledgments: The authors thank to the Grant Agency of Czech Republic
(Grant GACR 203/98/1304) and to the Ministry of Education of Czech Republic
(Grant MSM223400007) for financial support of this project.
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Continuation methods for homo/heteroclinic
orbits and their applications for nonlinear
chemical problems
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Abstract A method for numerical continuation of trajectories connecting two diﬀerent stationary points (heteroclinic orbit) or doubly asymptotic to a single stationary point (homoclinic orbit) is introduced. This
method is used to study travelling front and pulse waves in reactiontransport systems, such as tubular reactors with nonlinear internal dynamics coupled with transport. A computer implementation of this method
included in a continuation program CONT is applied to two systems: the
first one - reaction-diﬀusion system with cubic auto-catalysis (Gray-Scott
model) and the second one - biochemical reaction-diﬀusion system describing the dynamics of intracellular calcium (CICR model). In these
systems we study front waves, pulse waves, wave trains and their iterations.

1

Introduction

Waves in spatially distributed media occur due to a nonlinear internal dynamics
such as chemical reaction [1], [7], [11] coupled with transport (usually linear).
Solitary fronts or pulses are the simplest cases. The former are associated with
couple of steady states while the latter occur under conditions of excitability.
The waves can be standing or travelling and for fronts mediate a transition from
one type of steady dynamics to another one. In this contribution we present
numerical methods of finding front and pulse waves that enable us to perform
parametric studies using the method of continuation [5], [6].

2

Methods of computing pulse and front waves

Travelling waves occur typically in reaction-diﬀusion-convection systems described by the following system of PDEs:
∂y
∂2y
∂y
=D 2 +V
+ g(y),
∂t
∂z
∂z
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(1)

where y is a vector valued function of time t and one-dimensional spatial coordinate z; D and V are (diagonal) matrices of diﬀusion coeﬃcients and convective
velocities (or mobilities), respectively. It is assumed that one or more spatially
homogeneous steady states y(z, t) = y S exist. A solitary pulse wave on an infinite
space domain −∞ < z < ∞ is a transient dynamical state that can be represented by a trajectory doubly asymptotic to a single steady state y S . Analogously, a
front wave can be seen as a dynamical transient connecting two diﬀerent steady
states y S1 , y S2 .
2.1

Transformation to a Boundary Value Problem for ODEs

Assuming that u is the velocity of the wave we can introduce a moving frame
coordinate ζ = z −ut so that the system (1) converts to a system of second order
ODEs (y(z, t) 7→ y(ζ)),
D

dy
dy
d2 y
+V
+u
+ g(y) = 0,
2
dζ
dζ
dζ

(2)

which, upon denoting x1 = y and x2 = dy
dζ , can be rewritten as a first order
system
dx1
dx2
= x2 ,
= −D−1 (V x2 + ux2 + g(x1 ))
(3)
dζ
dζ
or in a compact form
dx
= f (x; α, β),
dζ

x ∈ Rn ,

(4)

where x = (x1 , x2 ), f (x1 , x2 , α, β) = (x2 , −D−1 (V x2 + ux2 + g(x1 ))) and α, β
are selected parameters. We shall use ψ(ζ, x) to denote the flow (4).
A homoclinic orbit represents a special solution of this system ODE’s which
is in positive and negative direction of time asymptotic to a steady state
lim x(ζ) = xS = (y S , 0).

ζ→±∞

(5)

Similarly, boundary conditions for a heteroclinic orbit are
lim x(ζ) = xS1 = (y S1 , 0),

lim x(ζ) = xS2 = (y S2 , 0).

ζ→−∞

2.2

ζ→+∞

(6)

Method for continuation of ’nonoscillatory’ homoclinic orbits

The boundary conditions (5), (6) must be reformulated for a numerical solution
of Eqs. (4) because of the infinite extent of the independent variable ζ (in the
vicinity of xS the velocity of phase point goes to zero). Rather, we have to
truncate the infinite time domain to a finite interval by introducing two points
x1 and xN in ε1 and ε2 distance from xS (for the case of homoclinic orbit) - ε1 ,
ε2 are suﬃciently small. Points x1 and xN are connected by boundary condition
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using vectors −f (x1 ) and f (xN ). For finding a trajectory going from x1 to xN
we use multiple shooting method (we introduce points x2 , x3 , · · · , xN −1 with
possibly nonequidistant nodes ζi ). The formulation of a continuation problem
assumes introducing two bifurcation parameters, say α and β, a hot candidate
for one of them is the wave velocity u. The equations may be then written as
follows:
x1 − xN = ε2

f (xN ; α, β)
f (x1 ; α, β)
+
ε
,
1
∥f (xN ; α, β)∥
∥f (x1 ; α, β)∥

ψ(ζi+1 − ζi , xi ) − xi+1 = 0,
i = 1, . . . , N − 1,
S
f (x ; α, β) = 0,
∥x1 − xS ∥ = ε1 ,
∥xS − xN ∥ = ε2 .

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Figure 1: Method for computing of a homoclinic orbit with nonoscillatory approach to steady state - schematically
These equations form a system define n(N + 1) + 2 equations for n(N + 1) + 3
unknowns xS , x1 , x2 , · · · , xN , α, β, Z = ζN − ζ1 , which is the format required
for the application of continuation method [5]. This method is schematically
shown on Fig. 1. A convenient feature of these formulations is, in contrast to
eigenvector based methods [1–4], that the derivatives of Eqs. (7)-(10) needed for
the iteration scheme do not require the Hessian of f .
2.3

Method for continuation of ’oscillatory’ homoclinic orbits

When the orbit is oscillatory it approaches the steady state within a twodimensional stable/unstable manifold. Oscillations are nearly planar near steady
state xS , so we need two endpoints at the oscillatory side. It means, that we must
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modify boundary condition (Eqs. (7)) to a ’oscillatory form’.
x1 − xN = ε2

f (xN ; α, β)
f (x1 ; α, β)
f (x0 ; α, β)
+
ε
(c
+
c
),
1
1
2
∥f (xN ; α, β)∥
∥f (x1 ; α, β)∥
∥f (x0 ; α, β)∥

ψ(ζi+1 − ζi , xi ) − xi+1 = 0,
f (xS ; α, β) = 0,

i = 1, . . . , N − 1,

∥xS − xN ∥ = ε2 ,
1
ψ(ζ0 , x0 ) − x1 = 0,
∥x0 − xS ∥ = ε1 ,
2

 1 S 
x1 −x1
f1 (x1 ;α,β)
 
1 −xS ∥
∥x
∥f (x1 ;α,β)∥



c1



..
..
GT G   = GT 
,G = 
.

 1. S 
c2
1

(12)
(13)

∥x1 − xS ∥ = ε1 ,

xn −xn
∥x1 −xS ∥

(11)

(14)
(15)
f1 (x0 ;α,β)
∥f (x0 ;α,β)∥

..
.

0

fn (x ;α,β) fn (x ;α,β)
∥f (x1 ;α,β)∥ ∥f (x0 ;α,β)∥




.


(16)

Here Eq. (11) represents the boundary conditions. The approach to xS is assumed oscillatory and thus an auxiliary point x0 at distance ε1 /2 is introduced
so that x1 is reached in time ζ0 from x0 , see Eqs. (15). The vectors f (x1 ) and
f (x0 ) provide approximately a basis of a plane of oscillations and a linear combination of the two vectors is sought so that points xS and x1 are connected
by the vector xS − x1 . At the endpoint xN of the orbit a nonoscillatory approach to xS is assumed in the direction of f (xN ). Eqs. (12) define the multiple
shooting procedure and Eq. (13) defines the steady state (the same equations
as in homoclinic orbit with nonoscillatory approach. Finally, Eq. (16) represents a Gauss-Newton procedure for finding best fit of the linear overdetermined
problem for the oscillatory plane.

Figure 2: Method for computing of a homoclinic orbit with oscillatory approach
to steady state - schematically.
An analogous method for continuation of heteroclinic orbits can be formulated by considering two equations determining the two steady states xS1 , xS2
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rather than Eq. (9) or Eq. (13) and locating the points x1 , xN at the ε1 and ε2
distances from xS1 , xS2 respectively.
Both methods have been incorporated into a numerical package for continuation and stability analysis CONT [6].

3

Example 1 – Gray-Scott Model (2-variable
Autocatalator)

We examine a two-variable reaction-diﬀusion system with cubic autocatalysis
in an open unstirred tubular reactor with equal diﬀusion coeﬃcients of both
species. Mass balance equations for this model can be written in the following
dimensionless form [7]:
∂ 2 y1
∂y1
=
+ 1 − y1 − µy1 y22 ,
∂t
∂z 2
∂y2
∂ 2 y2
=
+ µy1 y22 − ϕy2 ,
∂t
∂z 2

(17)
(18)

where y1 , y2 are the dimensionless concentrations of the reactant and autocatalyst, respectively; µ and ϕ are free parameters. The transformation to Eq. (4)
is straightforward. We choose a fixed value of µ = 47.0 and use ϕ as a variable
parameter. The results of continuation are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. One branch
of heteroclinic orbits - front waves - and three branches of homoclinic orbits two kinds of pulse waves: travelling and standing - are presented. The heteroclinic orbits on the branch corresponding to front waves undergo a transition to
oscillatory approach to the steady state xS1 (see curve c in panel A, Fig. 4). The
branches of travelling pulse waves emerge from the branch of standing pulse by
a symmetry breaking bifurcation and terminate at the bifurcation point where a
second steady state becomes involved and causes the pulse wave to split into two
front waves (a codimension two bifurcation point [8]). There are points of stability change on the travelling pulse wave and the front wave curves. The standing
pulse waves are always unstable. Two branches of homoclinic and heteroclicic
orbits extend from the point of heteroclinic cycle (see panel B, Fig. 3).
The travelling waves can be both stable and unstable, while the standing
wave is always unstable. The stability has been determined by direct numerical
integration of (17), (18) on a suﬃciently large interval of z. Selected profiles of
waves belonging to all four branches are presented in Fig. 4. Remarkably, the loss
of stability of front waves is associated with emergence of chaotic behaviour [9,10]
filling the gap between stable fronts and stable pulses.

4

Example 2 – CICR Model (intracellular calcium)

This model describes biochemical reaction-diﬀusion system with the dynamics of
intracellular calcium (CICR means Calcium-Induced Calcium Release model).
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The key species are the inositol 1,4,5–triphosphate (IP3 ), the cytosolic Ca2+
(Cai ) and the calcium ions sequestered in an intracellular store (Cas ).
∂y1
∂ 2 y1
= D1 2 + Vin − V2 + V3 + kf y2 − ky1 ,
∂t
∂z
∂y2
∂ 2 y2
= D2 2 + V2 − V3 − kf y2 ,
∂t
∂z

(19)
(20)

where
y1n
y2m
y1p
,
V
=
βV
(21)
3
M3
m + ym K p + yp ,
K2n + y1n
KR
2
1
A
and y1 , y2 are the concentrations of Cai and Cas , Vin is total constant entry of
Ca2+ into the cytosol consisting of v0 (the constant influx) and v1 β (the IP3 stimulated influx from extracellular medium), V2 is the rate of pumping into
the internal store, V3 is the rate of release from the store, kf is the coeﬃcient
Vin = v0 + v1 β, V2 = VM 2
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u = 0, b) ϕ = 3.38758, u = 0; panel D – pulses B–B: a) ϕ = 3.25139,
u = 2.06578, b) ϕ = 3.28749, u = 1.61192,c) ϕ = 3.39849, u = 0.35531.

of the passive eﬄux from the cytosol. The saturation parameter β represents
regulatory role of IP3 .
Values of parameters are shown in the following table:
par.

value

par.

K2 =

0.5µM

k

KR =
KA =

1.0µM

=

kf =

0.45µM

v1 = 1.7µM min

value
10.0 min−1
1.0 min

−1

VM 2 = 50.0µM min
−1

par.

n = 2.0
m = 2.0

−1

VM 3 = 325.0µM min

value

−1

p = 4.0
β = 0.2

As continuation parameters we use influx v0 and wave velocity u. Results of
continuation are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Using one-parameter continuation of
periodic orbits (see Fig. 5) we can calculate dependence of the wave velocity on
the wave length (dispersion curve). For v0 =1.50 wave length in both directions
of continuation curve goes to infinity. It means that the curve of periodic orbits
in both directions approaches a homoclinic orbit (pulse wave). For values of v0
equal to 2.13 and 4.55 the continuation curve passes through limit and period
doubling bifurcation points and ends in a subcritical Hopf bifurcation point. For
v0 =3.00 the continuation curve ends in a supercritical Hopf bifurcation point
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Results of two-parameter continuation (bifurcation diagram) are shown in
Fig. 6. Very complex dynamics is found for intervals of values of parameter v0
approximately equal (1.2, 2.8) and (3.6,4.8) (see panels B and C in Fig. 6). We
assume that curve of homoclinic orbits is closed and two curves of limit points
split oﬀ this curve. The region delimited by curves of homoclinic orbit and Hopf
bifurcation points on the left and by curve of limit points on the right is region
where periodic orbits (wave trains) exist.

5

Conclusions

Numerical algorithms for continuation of homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits with
both nonoscillatory and oscillatory approach to the steady state(s) presented
here provides a practical tool for investigation of travelling waves in reactiondiﬀusion-convection-systems.
The two studied systems diﬀer substantially in their bifurcation behaviour of
the waves. This is mainly due to the presence of three steady states in Example 1
and a unique steady state in Example 2. Further research is needed for a system
near a cusp point to find out how the two diﬀerent bifurcation structures are
interlilinked.
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Projected version of the Recursive Projection
Method algorithm
Vladimı́r Janovský, Ondřej Liberda
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague
Abstract: A modified version of the Recursive Projection Method called Projected
RPM is proposed. Both the original and the Projected RPM are compared. The latter underlines the stabilization eﬀect. Both methods suﬀer from the same drawback,
namely a poor update of the unstable invariant subspace.
Keywords: steady states, pathfollowing, stability exchange, unstable invariant subspace

1

Introduction

In the following we consider a parameter dependent dynamical system
u̇ = G(u, λ)

(1)

We assume that G : Rn × R → Rn is suﬃciently smooth vector field.
In this paper, we shall concentrate on two issues:
1. Continuation of steady states; we have in mind large dynamical systems
especially those arising from a discretisation of PDEs.
2. An indication of stability exchange in the course of pathfollowing.
As far as the first problem is concerned, the pathfollowing techniques are well
known, see e.g. [14], [12], [1]. For the latest development, see [7]: Mixed block
elimination techniques could exploit black box iterative solvers for very large
matrices, [18].
The second problem is quite hard. There were some prospective ideas in this
direction: The ”global” test function for Hopf bifurcation points (based on the
bialternate-product of matrices), see e.g. [9] or [7], would indicate the stability
exchange. Unfortunately, this kind of test function could be reasonably computed for small scaled problems. Alternative techniques monitoring the ”traﬃc”
through the imaginary axis, see e.g. [8], suﬀer from the same shortcoming.
Continuation of the rightmost eigenvalue, see [17], can answer the posed question. This computational technique is based on properties of Cayley trasform,
see [6]. Direct continuation of an invariant subspace, [5] and [2] might be an
expensive but a promissing technique.
The Recursive Projection Method (RPM), [13], is designed to perform both
of the above assigned jobs. The idea is to compute the steady states G(u, λ) = 0
as parameter dependent fixed points of a mapping F namely,
u = F (u, λ) .
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(2)

At each continuation step, the state space Rn is splitted as
Rn = P ⊕ Q ,

Q = P⊥

where P is the invariant subspace of Fu (u, λ) containing all unstable modes.
Denoting by P and Q the orthogonal projectors on P and Q respectively, the
problem (2) can be reformulated as follows: Find p ∈ P and q ∈ Q such that
p = P F (p + q, λ)
q = QF (p + q, λ),

(3)
(4)

In [13] there is shown that QF is contractive. Therefore, fixed points of (4) can
be computed via Picard iterations. In order to find p, Newton-like methods are
suggested. Note that the choice of F also includes the possibility to use any
black-box ODE solver in the Picard iteration step, see [13]. This step can be
interpreted as a dynamical simulation.
Just to resume, the iteration step consists in dynamical simulation applied
to (4) and a low-dimensional Newton’s correction applied on (3).
The preconditioned version of RPM, [4], tries to fight the inevitable stiﬀness
of ODE’s. The technique is justified for semilinear PDE. The version of RPM
designed for continuation of limit cycles, [16], has been very successful.
An attempt to improve RPM was made in [3]. Numerical tests reported
failure, [15]. The present paper is another attempt to reformulate RPM in the
spirit of [3]. The resulting algorithm is called Projected RPM.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In the section 2.1 the Projected RPM
algorithm is formulated. Theorem justifying the convergence is quoted. For details see [11]. In the section 2.2 a pseudocode of the algorithm is given. Section
3 contains results of the numerical test. The last section are the conclusions.

2

Projected RPM

In this section we will outline the key idea behind the Projected RPM. Let us
consider an autonomous system of ODEs (1). In practical computations G is
often a spatial discretization of a diﬀerential operator. Let Γ ⊂ Rn × R be the
path of steady states of (1), i.e. the solution set to
G(u, λ) = 0.
2.1

(5)

Coupled iterations

Let (u∗ , λ∗ ) ∈ Γ be a steady state of (1). We will keep this point fixed in the
whole section. Let us denote
µk = ρk + iτk ,

k = 1...,n

the eigenvalues of the Jacobian A ≡ Gu (u∗ , λ∗ ) and arrange them so that
ρ1 ≥ · · · ≥ ρm > 0 > ρm−1 ≥ · · · ≥ ρn .
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(6)

Generally m ≪ n, i.e. only a few modes cause the instability. Let P denote the
maximal invariant subspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalues µ1 , . . . µm .
That means A(P) ⊂ P, σ(A|P ) = {µ1 , . . . , µm } and P is maximal subspace with
the above properties. Moreover let us define
Q = P⊥ .
Clearly Rn = P ⊕ Q. The above decomposition defines orthogonal projectors
P : Rn → P,
Q : Rn → Q,

with Ker(P ) = Q
with Ker(Q) = P.

(7)
(8)

From the definition it is evident that
I = P + Q,
where I denotes the identity operator. Now the solution to (5) is equivalent to
the solution of the coupled system
GP (p, q, λ) ≡ P G(p + q, λ) = 0
GQ (p, q, λ) ≡ QG(p + q, λ) = 0,

(9)
(10)

where
GP : P × Q × R → P
Let

GQ : P × Q × R → Q.

and

p∗ = P u∗ ,

q ∗ = Qu∗

be the projections of the steady state u∗ on P and Q, resp. Let us investigate
equation (10). Partial diﬀerential Dq GQ (p∗ + q ∗ , λ∗ ) is a linear mapping
QA : Q → Q.

(11)

An analogy to the Lemma 2.10 from [13] can be proved:
Lemma:The n − m eigenvalues of the linear mapping (11) are exactly the stable
modes µm+1 , . . . , µn of A.
The Lemma above gives us a possibility to solve the system (10) by dynamical
simulation. Let us consider a dynamical system
q̇(t) = GQ (p, q(t), λ)
q(0) = q ∈ Q.

(12)
(13)

We will denote its flow by
ψ(t, q; p, λ).
Here p and λ are parameters while q is a state variable and t denotes time. Let
us take a fixed time step ∆t > 0 and define a mapping
FQ : P × Q × R → Q
F Q (p, q, λ) = ψ(∆t, q; p, λ).
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(14)
(15)

An important consequence of the Lemma is a local convergence of Picard
iterations via mapping F Q in a neighborhood of (u∗ , λ∗ ) for suﬃciently large
∆t. It is stated in the following theorem:
Theorem: Let G ∈ C 1 (Uδ1 (u∗ , λ∗ )) where δ1 > 0, Uδ1 (u∗ , λ∗ ) is a δ1 -neighborhood
of (u∗ , λ∗ ) and F Q be defined as above. Then there exist positive numbers γ, K,
α and δ with
Kγ < α,
δ < δ1
such that

∥F Q (p∗ , q, λ) − q ∗ ∥ ≤ K∥q − q ∗ ∥e−(α−Kγ)∆t

whenever

∥q − q ∗ ∥ < δ.

Moreover the sequence

q (k+1) = F Q (p∗ , q (k) , λ)

converges to the fixed point q ∗ = F Q (p∗ , q ∗ ).
The system (9) on the unstable subspace P cannot be solved in the same
manner as the system (10): the eigenvalues µ1 , . . . , µm of the linearization of GP
are to the right of the imaginary axis. Therefore we use Newton’s method on P.
One Newton’s step can be written in the form
p(k+1) = F P (p(k) , q, λ)
with F P : P × Q × R → P,
(
F (p, q, λ) = p −
P

∂GP (p, q, λ)
∂p

)−1
GP (p, q, λ).

(16)

Combining the two types of iterations on subspaces P and Q together we
obtain the following iteration scheme:
p(k+1) = F P (p(k) , q (k) , λ)
q (k+1) = F Q (p(k) , q (k) , λ)

(17)
(18)

It can be shown that the above scheme is locally convergent. For details see [11].
We would like to emphasize that the analysis of local convergence is made under
the assumptions that the decomposition Rn = P ⊕ Q is known and the exact
values of the flow ψ are available.
One step of the Projected RPM is sketched in the Fig.1. For comparison
we introduce also a sketch of one iteration step of the original RPM method
starting from the same point u(k) , see Fig.2. Let us comment the diﬀerences
between the two schemes. For simplicity we dropped the dependence on the
bifurcation parameter λ.
In order to understand Fig.2 we introduce the flow φ(t, u(k) ) of the dynamical
system
u̇ = G(u)
u(0) = u(k) .
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(19)
(20)

Figure 1: One step of the Projected RPM

In the original RPM, the dynamical simulation is applied to compute the flow
φ(∆t, u(k) ). Then q (k+1) is the Q-coordinate of φ(∆t, u(k) ), while p(k+1) is the
P-coordinate of φ(∆t, u(k) ) corrected by one Newton step.
On the other hand, see Fig.1, in the projected RPM q (k+1) is obtained by
solving projected dynamical system (12), (13) and p(k+1) is computed by Newton’s step.
2.2

Numerical implementation of the Projected RPM

In this section we provide a code of the Projected RPM. We drop details about
the predictor and concentrate on the corrector routine.
Let us assume that a point (u0 , λ0 ) lies on the solution curve Γ within the prescribed tolerance. A starting point (u(0) , λ(0) ) is obtained via standard predictor
(we used secant method in the computations). Afterwards coupled iterations
(17), (18) are applied until a new point on Γ is reached. In order to benefit from
the fact that Newton’s method is necessary only in low-dimensional space P we
introduce new coordinate system which is represented by an orthonormal basis
Z ∈ Rn×m . New coordinate z ∈ Rm is then defined by
z ≡ Z T p = Z T u.
Conversely
u = q + Zz.
Furthermore let
H(u, λ) = Z T Gu (u, λ)Z

Q
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Figure 2: One step of the original RPM

denote m×m matrix which is the restriction of Jacobian Gu (u, λ) on the subspace
P. To make the continuation past turning points possible we use one-dimensional
bordering of the system (9). An augmented Newton’s step in new coordinates
has the form





H Z T Gλ
z (k+1) − z (k)
ZT G


 = −

(21)
ż
λ̇
λ(k+1) − λ(k)
0.
where ż, λ̇ are approximations of the tangent vectors to the solution path in
the ”old” point (u0 , λ0 ) projected on (P, λ) plane. In the actual computation we
have to approximate values of the flow ψ. We employed a standard Runge–Kutta
integrator with automatic step control:
ψ(∆t, q; p, λ) ≈ RK(∆t, p, q, λ, tol).
The last parameter sent to the Runge–Kutta procedure is the local discretization
error tolerance tol. The Projected RPM corrector routine in terms of pseudocode
looks as follows:
procedure ProjectedRPM (u(0) , λ(0) )
G := G(u(0) , λ(0) );
z(0) := ZT u(0) ; q(0) := u(0) − Zz(0) ;
H := ZT Gu (z(0) , λ(0) )Z;
k := 0;
while (∥G∥ > tolRes) do
q(k+1) := RK(∆t, p(k) , q(k) , λ(k) , tol);

Q
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z (k+1)


z (k)


H Z T Gλ

−1 


ZT G

 := 
−
 
;
λ(k+1)
λ(k)
ż
λ̇
0
if (k > iterMax) then IncreaseBasisSize();
u(k+1) := Zz(k+1) + q(k+1) ;
G := G(u(k+1) , λ(k+1) );
k := k + 1;
endwhile;
SubspaceIteration(Z);
end


In the algorithm above two procedure calls IncreaseBasisSize and
SubspaceIteration are involved. The former is called in order to augment basis
Z whenever coupled iterations fail to converge. The latter controls the accuracy of the invariant subspace P. Both procedures are essentially based on the
routines increase basis size and power iteration step described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 in [13].
The following table lists parameters used in the above algorithm together
with values we used in the computations:
tolRes = 10−5 — used as a stopping criterion in the Projected RPM
corrector.
∆t = 0.1
— time step in the dynamical simulation
iterMax = 15 — number of iterations after which the procedure
IncreaseBasisSize is involved

3

Model problems

We compared performance of the Projected RPM with original RPM on two
model problems. We provide three types of outputs:
– CPU times and number of function calls
– solution curves
– eigenvalue movies concerning unstable modes (paths of complex conjugate
pairs are depicted in bold)
All computations were made on PC with processor Celeron on 433MHz and
384MB RAM under OS Linux. All methods were coded in C++ language and
compiled by GNU gcc compiler.
3.1

Nonsymmetric system in dimension 1-D

We consider a nonsymmetric system of PDEs:
∂v
1 ∂2v
1
=
+ λ(v − w) + λ2 ev
∂t
5 ∂x2
5
∂w
1 ∂2w
1
=
+ λ(v + w) + λ2 ew
∂t
5 ∂x2
5
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with
v(0) = v(a) = 0,

w(0) = w(a) = 0.

In all computations we set a = 1. The above system is discretized by finite
diﬀerences. A number of mesh points is denoted by nx. Table 1 shows CPU
times and number of evaluation of the right-hand side G (nGCall) for problems
with nx = 30 and nx = 100. Notice that the dimension of the resulting problem
Original RPM

Projected RPM

nx = 30 nx = 100 nx = 30 nx = 100
CPU time [s]

400

1689

120

901

nGCall 6 499 101 8 803 972 1 705 799 3 677 995

Table 1: CPU times for nonsymmetric system in 1-D

is 60 or 200. Fig. 3 depicts the solution curve computed by Projected RPM
for nx = 100. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of real parts of the eigenvalues
µ1 , . . . , µm on the number of continuation steps cs. For comparison we computed
the whole spectrum by Newton’s method (QR method applied on Jacobian). Fig.
5 depicts the actual eigenvalue movie of the unstable modes. We observed that
Hopf bifurcation point H2 was not detected by the Projected RPM.
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Figure 3: Solution path of nonsymmetric system in 1D for nx=100 computed by
the Projected RPM

3.2

Nonsymmetric system in 2-D

Let us consider nonsymmetric system described in section 3.1 on a rectangle
(0, a) × (0, b) ⊂ R2 ,
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Figure 4: Eigenvalue movie of the unstable modes computed by Projected RPM

i.e. the following system of PDEs:
∂v
1
1
= ∆v + λ(v − w) + λ2 ev
∂t
5
5
1
1
∂w
= ∆w + λ(v + w) + λ2 ew
∂t
5
5
with Dirichlet boundary conditions
v(0, y) = v(a, y) = 0,

w(0, y) = w(a, y) = 0,

y ∈ (0, b),

v(x, 0) = v(x, b) = 0,

w(x, 0) = w(x, b) = 0,

x ∈ (0, a).

In all computations we set a = 1 and b = 2. The above system is discretized by
finite diﬀerences with number of mesh points along x and y axis denoted by nx
and ny. Table 2 shows CPU times and number of evaluations of the right-hand
side G (nGCall) for problems with nx = ny = 5 and nx = ny = 10. Notice that
the dimension of the resulting problem is 50 or 200, resp. Mind the paradoxical
ratio of the CPU times for the cases nx = ny = 5 and nx = ny = 10. It is
caused by the fact that the portions of the computed curves were not the same.
The reason is the failure of both algorithms for nx = ny = 10. Fig. 6 depicts
a solution curve computed by the Projected RPM for nx = ny = 10. Fig. 7
shows dependence of real part of the unstable modes µ1 , . . . , µm on the number
of continuation steps cs. [h]
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Figure 5: Eigenvalue movie of the unstable modes computed by Newton’s method

Original RPM
nx = 5 nx = 10
CPU time [s]

639

547

Projected RPM
nx = 5 nx = 10
173

189

nGCall 11 150 076 2 420 610 2 417 740 651 889

Table 2: CPU times for nonsymmetric system in 2-D

4

Conclusions

Numerical tests indicate that the Projected RPM is superior to the original
version of the RPM. In our opinion it is due to the four following reasons:
– Solution of the dynamical system (12), (13) is bounded due to the Lemma.
On the other hand the solution of the dynamical system (19), (20) may be
unbounded whenever any unstable mode is present.
– In the Projected RPM the original system (5) is solved, especially Newton’s
step (16) is clearly defined. On the other hand the original version of the
RPM relies on the fixed-point formulation which is not natural. In particular,
the smallness of ∥u − F (u, λ)∥ does not imply the smallness of ∥G(u, λ)∥.
– Relation between the spectra σ(Gu ) and σ(Fu ) is not clear when a black-box
solver is used. It is crucial for detection of Hopf bifurcation points.
– In usual cases when G arises from the discretization of PDEs the diﬀerential
Gu is available explicitly. It is not true for Fu due to the machinery behind
the fixed-point formulation.
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Figure 6: Solution path of nonsymmetric system in 2-D for nx=ny=10 computed
by the Projected RPM
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Figure 7: Eigenvalue movie of the unstable modes for nonsymmetric system in
2-D with nx=ny=10 computed by the Projected RPM

However both methods suﬀer from the same drawback: They seem to be
sensitive to the accuracy with which we compute the basis Z. Unfortunately
procedures maintaining the basis in both original and Projected RPM are essentially the same. We conclude that for any future eﬀort to improve RPM this
will be the key problem.
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Abstract The idea of the transfer of conditions for a very general
boundary value problem for a system of diﬀerential equations with inner
and transition conditions originates in various methods which have been
introduced in the papers [?,?], [?] and [?]. The present paper is devoted
to a special problem and the method are chosen in order to exploit the
additional information, above all the symmetry and some sign properties. The resulting method is very advantageous as to the eﬀort expended
and fulfills all of the numerical stability claims.
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1

Introduction

In this part we repeat the fundamental results of the methods based on the idea
of the transfer of conditions for a two point boundary value problem for the
system of N ordinary diﬀerential equations
x′ (t) + A(t)x(t) = f (t)

a.e. in

(a, b),

(1)

where x(t) and f (t) are N × 1 vectors and A(t) is N × N matrix. We suppose the
entries of the matrix A(t) and the components of the vector f (t) to be Lebesgueintegrable functions on (a, b) (further ∈ L(a, b)) . The boundary conditions are
supposed to be of the form
U x(a) = u,
(2)
V x(b) = v,

(3)

where U and V are rectangular matrices in general, with the number of columns
equal to N . The number of the components of the vectors u and v equals the
number of rows of the matrices U and V .
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Definition 1 The following problem will be called the problem ψ: The vector
x(t) absolutely continuous on ⟨a, b⟩ is sought which satisfies the following requirements:
1. x′ (t) + A(t)x(t) = f (t)

a.e. in

(a, b).

2. U x(a) = u and V x(b) = v.
Now we will formulate the theorems of the transfer of the conditions for
the problem ψ and we will define the basic algorithm for the solution of the
problem. For the sake of definiteness let the matrices U and V have n1 and n2
rows, respectively.
Theorem 1 Let D(t) be an absolutely continuous n1 × N matrix and d(t) an
absolutely continuous vector with n1 components, satisfying the equations
D′ (t) = D(t)A(t) + Z1 (t, D(t), d(t))D(t)

a.e. in

(a, b),

(4)

d′ (t) = D(t)f (t) + Z1 (t, D(t), d(t))d(t)

a.e. in

(a, b)

(5)

and the initial conditions
D(a) = K1 U,

(6)

d(a) = K1 u,

(7)

where Z1 (t, D, d) is an n1 × n1 matrix such that Z1 (t, D(t), d(t)) ∈ L(a, b) and
K1 is a nonsingular matrix of order n1 .
Then
D(t)x(t) = d(t) for every t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩
(8)
and for every solution of the problem ψ.
This theorem brings us to the transfer of the left boundary condition (2) on
the whole interval ⟨a, b⟩ . The equation (8) is called the transferred condition.
We say that the matrix D(t) and the vector d(t) realize the transfer of the
condition (2). Analogously we can formulate the theorem on the transfer of the
right boundary condition.
Theorem 2 Let C(t) be an absolutely continuous n2 × N matrix and c(t) an
absolutely continuous vector with n2 components, satisfying the equations
C ′ (t) = C(t)A(t) + Z2 (t, C(t), c(t))C(t)

a.e. in

(a, b),

c′ (t) = C(t)f (t) + Z2 (t, C(t), c(t))c(t)

a.e. in

(a, b)

(9)
(10)

and the initial conditions (this time at the point b)
C(b) = K2 V,

(11)

c(b) = K2 v,

(12)
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where Z2 (t, C, c) is an n2 × n2 matrix such that Z2 (t, C(t), c(t)) ∈ L (a, b) and
K2 is a nonsingular matrix of order n2 .
Then
C(t)x(t) = c(t) for every t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩
(13)
and for every solution of the problem ψ.
The proof of Theorem 1 and 2 is in [?,?]. Now we will introduce two algorithms
to be applied to the boundary value problem for a selfadjoint equation of 2nth
order.
Algorithm A. Let the problem ψ have a solution. We choose an absolutely
continuous matrix R(t) such that the matrix (D(t)R(t)) is nonsingular for all
t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩. We look for the vector r(t) solving the diﬀerential equation
r′ (t) = R(t)f (t) + (R′ (t) − R(t)A(t)) (D(t)R(t))

−1

(d(t)r(t))

(14)

from the right to the left with the initial condition at the point b
r(b) = R(b)p

(15)

where p is a solution of the equation
(D(b)V ) p = (d(b)v )

(16)

Then the solution x(t) of the problem ψ is found from the system
(D(t)R(t)) x(t) = (d(t)r(t))

for all t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩.

(17)

Algorithm B. Let the problem ψ have a solution. We choose an absolutely
continuous matrix R(t) such that the matrix (R(t)C(t)) is nonsingular for all
t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩. We look for the vector r(t) solving the diﬀerential equation
r′ (t) = R(t)f (t) + (R′ (t) − R(t)A(t)) (R(t)C(t))

−1

(r(t)c(t))

(18)

from the left to the right with the initial condition at the point a
r(a) = R(a)p

(19)

where p is a solution of the equation
(U C(a)) p = (u c(a))

(20)

Then the solution x(t) of the problem ψ is found from the system
(R(t)C(t)) x(t) = (r(t)c(t))

for all t ∈ ⟨a, b⟩.

The method described here is referred to as the sweeping method.
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(21)

